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Young Mr. Ely Will
Appreciate Your Aid

DEATH TAKES
J.G.CRAWFORD
FINE CITIZEN

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, June 7; 1934
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Miller's Picture is Received for
RENTAL LANDS GalenClerk's
Office, Only Mrs. Neale Missing SUMMER TERM Dr. Morgan Outlines_
MAY BE USED
TO RUN JUNE 5-year TVA -Program
Mary
FOR PASTURET 18
•-••••••••••••• SAYS BIG SUM
Lands Rented by GovernWill Be Divided Into Two
ment Reduction Program
1861 Found Here
Five Weeks Terms; 259
Offeted for Pasture
PROPOSED
. --WILL
Offered
DROUGHT BRINGS THIS'
CLASSES WILL BE HAD
DECISION AS RELIEF
BE PAID BACK
SIX DAYS EACH WEEK
BEN E. OLIVER
4-INCH RAIN ENDS
Our Feet" Will be-SulTime
DIES AT HAZEL THREAT OF DROUTH
11}U1LDING DAMS FOR

During the next few weeks,
Just a few days ago,' Mat
_capacity during
the past forty
John Lovett Ely, Benton, will
Neale, county court clerk, received years. The clerks and their plc- [et
aseist Harry E. Heath in
as they hang are . John Ke-erlan enlarged, f
r ramed picture Of
publishing The Ledger &
I pit U'
G VS
John Williams, R. H. Falwell, H.
Times. Mr. Ely .is a recent
Galen Miler. clerk of, this contlier
C. Broach. R. M. Phillips and Geo
One of County's Outstanding - -high school graduate and is
from 1892 to 1896, to Wing in the T Parker,
getting his first baptism of
Tobacco Made in
gallery 'of clerks on the west wall
Farmers Dies Tuesday at
Mrs. Neale has been clerk for
fire in the newspaper wars.
of the office.
Home West of City
the pelt eight years and. is an.
comparative
a
g
IdDler's picture leaves only third term but has
--Courses
modestly restranger and a youngster
Tobacco manufactured inMrs.
Neale's
missing
among
those frained from adding her picture
EXEMPLARY CITIZEN
feeling his way, young Mr.
to
Louisville the first year of
who have served the county in'this the group.
HAD MANY FRIENDS
Ely will deeply appreciate
the Civil War, 1861, was
all the assistance you ewi41.
found last week by Theodore
Calloway county lost one of her
give him and so will I.
Anglen. -while engaged' in
By order of the United States
most outstanding citizens as well at
Murray State College's 10-week
If you know a news item.
wrecking the old Schroeder
Avers "Five Years to Get on
government farmers signing the
one of her most influential and
summer term will begin on June
tell him about it; and if you
building on South Fourth
corn-hog contracts and the tobaci
t Substantial farmers Tuesdsee In the
11 and end on August it It has
will authorize an ad we will
street.
co reduction contracts may .use
ficient
death of John Gall Crawford, 77
been estimated that a student may
all give you a hearty and
The tobacco was found in
such lands rented to the govern.
years old. Death came to Mr.
attend
entire
the
summer
sincere'
session
,
Thank You."
a box, put up in plugs, and
ment for pasture and all feed crops
Crawford of the infirmities of age
at an expense of only $83, At such
-Joe T. Lovett
the wrapper indicated it
except corn. This decision' was Premineut Citizen, Passed Away heaviest
Precipitation in Short a low expense, college officials
following a sudden sinking spell
SAKE OF THE NATION"
are
was manufaetured in 1861 in
made as a relief measure due to
Saturday at Home West
eeriod Since Recording Was
last Thursday. However, he had eite••••••••••••••••••••••• the drought conditions
expecting a -record-breaking enLouisville. It was in good
ire, many
of Hazel.
Begun Here.
been in poor health for the past
Washington, June 2.-COngreis,
rs.)11.menL
eimdttten.
parts of the country.
_
,
fourteen. years.-leatrned -tpday It let itself in for an
This
Mr.
Anglen
includes
ties
some
room
and...board
of
at
Funeral services were coneiticted
The information was forwarded
The prolonged dry 'period, which
eventual outlay of some $310,000.Mr. Crawford 'was of a promthe tobacco and the wrapto John Bondurant, county agent, at the Hazel Baptist church Mon- v, as rapidly assuming serious pro- dormitories, incidental fee, books.
000 when it authorized the big
inent tamily and reared three sons
per, which he says he will
day
afternoon
for
Ben E. Oliver, pertions, was terminated abruptly and other expenses.
Wednesday through the state exTennesee Valley power-industrial
and a daughter who have achieved
keep for antique*.
70 years'of age, who died - Satur- early Monday
The first five-weeks term will
tension department.
with the fall of
project 'last year.
prominence. He was the eldest of
day night at his home in West two inches -of
The letter' reads:rain in the short begin ore June 11 and end on
his -family of three sons and a
At , the same time, however, it
Haze!, of infirmities incident. jo time of 40 .mitudes,
Jtily
14..
The
second
five-weeks
Sheriff Khlf1118 Officially Warne
This is t
"Chester C. Davis, aarelnistrator, old
chfughter and Was the first of the
was cheered by assurances from
age.
heaviest precipitation of rein • in term will begin on July 18 and
All Dog Owners; Dr. Outland
announced the modification of all
quartet to' die.
the Man who is swinging the deMr. Oliver is survived by _his such a short space of time that has end on August 18. Summer school
Gives Warning.
wheat, corn-hog and tobacco convelopment that it would pay for
will be in session six days per
The deceased was an, outstandtracts in every state; ateording to wife, two sons, Ronnie and Cleve- been recorded in this locality since
itself in 25 years.
ing 'Christian character and was
The present prevalence of hydro- the removal of restrictions on the land, of Detroit, Mich-,..and one the government station was esab- week with the regular faculty in
charge. The Training School will
widely known throughout the phobia must be controlled through
That was the gist of the accountplanting and harvesting of all grandson, W. C.,,. the son of Mr. lished.
also .be-in session. Zaition is free
county. for his staunch integrity, the muzzling and keeping up
ing of his tirsr-year's saikviirdablp
qf fprage crops, including fielder and Mrs. _Ronnie Oliver. Services
Total ,rainfall efpr, Bilopdai w
to
Kentuckian
ate
s.
andeatretigtli of char- hi dole, according to Sheriff -Carl corn
by Dr. Arther-E. Morgan. Chairand grain- sorghum on' all 'were conducted by the Rev. tr, A. 2 47 . inches. This coupled with
acter, as well as for his sound Kingins and Dr. J. A. Outland,
Two hundred and
fifty-rune Dr. Morgan , Estimates Million man of the Tennessee Valley Augeneral or non-contracted acreages Baker. He lied been a life-long Tuesday's dowhpour 01'4'4.6 inches
farming‘
exectices and exemplary county health officer. The coun- on
thority.
and Quarter TN'A Income
farms under adjustment con- member of the Methodist church. has already surpassed the aeloted courses will be offered during the
„
_personal lff
summer in '13 departments, each
ty health board and the state tracts.
Next Fiscal Year.
Mr. Oliver was an honorable. rainfall for the month of June.
In testimony before a House apRestrictions on the use
with .its own faculty Of specialists,
--Mr- Crawford made his home board of health have issued de- of the contracted or rented acres upright citizen and was well re- which is two inches.
propriatiOns committee, made pubcollege
The
crees
now
relateve
just west of MurraY on his farm
offers 18 majors,
Washington, June 2.-Democratic lic today, he asked for 2h immedto the confining of which- have been retired from garded in the community
His
This county was not the only
20 first minors, and 20 second min- leaders plan to force through the late appropriation of $48,000,000
the greater part of his life, resid- dogi for (..control of rabies.
beak crop reduction under the sons with their families were here one to receive the benefit of
the
Requirements for majors, Homer Monday the last of tile big more to permit construction to proing just a half pile west of Five
The- treatment of rabies Is ex- contracts are also modified to per- for the funeral.
heavy downpours as most of the WS.
minors, and degrees are set forth money bills carrying a cash outlay ceed-primarily for empleyment
Points.
pensive both in time and cost mit the planting of all forage
surrounding
counties
received
the ,catalog and new bulletins of $1,178,269,000 and
presidential purposes-on four of seven conSurviving him are his widow. of, treatment and some 20 people crops, except corn and
their share also.
grain MEASURE WHEAT ACREAGE
and may be received by addressing authority to utilize additional bil- templated dams.
OF CONTRACT SIGNERS
Mrs. Sarah Crawford; a daughter. of the county have been treated sorghum and to permit pasturing
a letter or card to President John lions for relief expenditures if
e Mrs. E. B. Houston; three sons. this seasoo while the loss in live- the retired acres, and harvesting
Morgan emphasized to Chairman
W. Carr.
'
necessary.
Arrangements have been made
hay therefrom. Date after which
Dr. F. E. Crawford, Murray; A. T. stock has also been great.
Buchanan D-Te)0 and other pracby
corn,
the
Murray
State satisfies- every remay be planted for forage
Agricultural Adjustment
Crawford. Paducah, and Dr. R. P.
In view of this fact and in view
How Money Will de Spent
tical minded members of'the comquirement for a class A college. . In his message to Congress
Administration to measure the
Crawford. Excelsior Springs. Mo. of the fact that orders from the will be announced soon."
the mittee that "we. are not building
It is a professional college for President asked that no
wheat acreages of farmers who
•Be leaves his sister, Mrs. E If. state tax commission that dog
"Very truly yours
definite dams for the sake of'building dams:
R. S. Mason. Eddyville. accompa- teachers,
a liberal arts college for legislative restrictions be placed on but we are builaing
James, Lynn Grove; and the two license revenue must be increased.
Kahan, State Agent." signed reduction contracts, Kelty
dams so that
nied by his son, W. B.. was in those
Cromwell of Clinton is superviswho do pot wish to become the relief funds except as
brothers are I.- T. Crawford. also Sheriff Carl Kingins has issued a
he re- the economic life of thateeduntry
ing the checking of the acreage in Murray Monday night and Tues- teachers, and a standard- class A quested.
a prominent farmer of the west special notice to dog owners, printcan be put on a different level."
day In the interest of his forthcom- college
Calloway County.
for all.
side and A. K. Crawford, Big ed in this issue of the Ledger &
But the committee, objecting to
ing candidacy for the Demoeratie
The TVA was advanced $50,000e•
Sandy. Tenn.
A student entering Murray State the method lay , which Secretary
Times.
nomination for Congress in the
000 at the outset and given authorCollege may obtain the following: Ickes has administered the $3,300,Mr. Crawford was a faithful
Another rabid dog was reported
August primary.
ity to issue bonds in an equal amA. B. or B. S. degree with cer- 000.0M public works fund, specimember of the Goshen ..Methodist a feW days ago near Shiloh and
Whooping cough has become
ount. Morgan insisted, however;
Mr. Mason made this race four tification;
B. S. degree in home fled the following items:
church and funeral services were It was thought to have bitten other prevalent in Murray and Callothat the latter authority should be
years ago against the incumbent, economics;
Bachelor of music educonducted there. Iffdnesday after- dogs. Wednesday morning another way count,
That not more than $500,000,000 reserved as a tack-log to draw up. D. .1. A. Outland,
M. 0. Wrather, superintend- Judge W. V. Gregory, before the cation degree with certification;
noon at four O'clock in the pres- dog with hydrophobia was reported county health leiter states, and
*malodor' under- ibe-ge Alt- A- •
lit ease of demands in the.future
congressional election was thrown Barhelor
of Music degree without
ence of an overflow crowd by the in the Northwest' pert of the a quarantine may become neces- ent of Calloway county schools,
That $65,000,000 must be spent for not met by congressional appropriainto 8 state-wide affair._ Mr, Mason certificatio
n; Preparatory courtes construction
sary.- Several cotriplaints have is ready to receive ribtifietitioes of
- neve L. L. Jones. former -pastor of county.
of
Federal public tion.
then finished only fourth behind for medicine,
law, engineering,' buildings.
been made that mothers have taken candidates for office of school trusthat church, and the Rev. 0. A.
the ninth nominee in the state race pharmacy,
He outlined a five-year prograin.
tee
in
the
county.
Sixty-five trusetc.; collete credits for.
children to public gatherings beMa" pastor
of the
Murray
The.,report said that eunds m
which inelueled almost fifty candi- any kind
-calling- for g72,000.000-in - 1915; -$3Rof teacheel certificatee'
fore they had recovered from the tees, one in each tff the school
Methodist church.
e
thnca•
aeuelelale
plus
thia
may.
tt
000:000-M-1136,-lortgompon-Tri-11137;
dietteeta-in-the-eounty,
A large number of prospective through the Reconstruction Finance
Thy-pattnearers—orefe-.- -active:
$45,000,000 in 1938 and $0,000,000
elected July 14 to serve for a
Mr. Mason' is one of the best students
from Kentucky and other Corporation, P.- W. A. and other
Jim Story, D. Radford, Elbert LasIn 1940.
known business men of the First states
period of lout' years.
have
channels,
already
siter, Dudley Johnson, Vince Bucunder the authority given
written Dr,
Training School will open its
The notifications may be filed District.
Some committee members exCarr about the summer session.
tile President should be sufficient
hanan, C. A. +Hale. Honortiry: R. doors for the summer term Monwith
Mr.
Wrather
until
.15 days
to maintain the C. C. C. and relief pressed the opinion it would be
E. Broach. Robt. Swann. W. H. day,_ June 11, al 8:00 a. rre As it
before election day. In a Senate
Administration until March 31, 1935, "remarkable" if such g lam investFinney. W. L. Whitnell, Rufe is our usual custom, we will give
bill, passed in the 1934 session of
-Langston, J. J.,Moore, Robt. Clay- preference to those who have been
and the Tennessee Valley Author- ment were amortized in '25 years,
the legislature, which controls the
but the TVA head insisted that if
ton. Henry Waldrop. E. P. Phillips, patrons of the school, should there
ity until the next fiscal year.
election of school trustees, it is
it -acre allowed about five years
E. S. Diuguid. Sr., Nat Ryan. Sr., be more applicants for work in Otis Walker, Herbert
Walker,
Mrs. Noble Dick remained un'pointed out that the trustees will
Washington, june. 2.-The Ten- "to get on our feet," the trick could
Ed Farmer. Ewen Farmer, Joel any one grade than we can propNewt Russell Taken at Scene
be elected by secret ballot. .and conscious for sometime arid was
Cochren, Luck Lawson. John T. erly care for. We should have a
nessee Valley 'Authority expects to be done nicely.
With Still Operating.
painfully
hurt' ire an automobile
each legal voter in the county
Houston, T. J. Nix, T. M. Fain, large enrollment since so many of
Friday, June e9, Set as Date For start construction of four new
wreck Tuesday morning near Tipmay cast a ballot.
•
J. G. Glasgow, Wesh Boyd, Clint the children have been irregular
Calloway
dams under e $48,000,000 allotment
authorities
Dedication by Major Bennett;
arrested
ton, Indiana. Mr. Dick received
Camp.
in. attendance the past school three youths Wednesday aftefaion
proposed in the deficiency bill.
Clubs to Aid.
e fracture to his jaw with the
term because of the measles epi- for manufacturing liquor. A ,40
Dr. Arthur E. Morgan, chairman
probable loss DI- teeth and the
gallon still and 50 gallons of liquor
demic. •
Major John-- C. Bennett, Jr., of the TVA, testifying before a
child. Larry, escaped without inWASHINGTON. June
4-The
lects Officers
Louisville, state airport adviser House committee, revealed that
We will have out regular tacuity were taken and 700 gallons of
juries. They were returning, from
for the U. S Department of Com- completion of the project in connec- deficiency bill providing a cash
with the exception of Miss 'Brock. mash destroyed. The youths. Otis
Detroit.
The Corn-Hog control organizemerce, in a letter to Chas. B. tion with the new dams would cost outlay of ,$1.178.000.000 and relief
The summer term offers an excel- Walker, Herbert Walker. and Newt
Leslie Dirk, _.„-ixottier ---et--Mr.- -Grogan.
exnencliture _of .abeeite $6,00a000„000
--cite- -.clerk; stated -that apprriximatply .4130400,00o.
W. B. Kebnedy, district com- lent opportunity in OW- seventh, Russell- were- at the scene of The tion tunintittee Lhainnen, 'Terme,
Dick. and 'Mr. and Mrs. H. H. dales for the
Morgan's estimates for each new was paseed today by the ,.House
air tour in Western
mander, ef the American Legion, eighth, and ninth - gradei for the still whi-ai was In operation-at:id --aeating- SWann; YtdhateY• Murray.
Maetield. parents of Mrs. Kentucky ,aye been set.
clam were: Aurora dam, in Tennes- and was sent to the Senate
was a visitor in Murray Wednes- student to do one-halt, year's-work all were busily engaged, officers enadesboro, Liberty,. Hazel and
iseireee-eeer-riew-dareie-&-eley xiadarrilut mate eniee.- _wee eia-ffsear-wite--hatree-flidieFekeessee river, 'near
C
41-416th."
'
visit
if1ich is
in the Tennessee Valley is ext 40 miles North of the
Kentucky
members of the Murray Post. Mr. or •-roOte subjects, may take the - The find-was made on the farm agent's office Tuesday afternoon
line,$42,000,000:
Hised
."5
...)
i
n
Friday,
June
eT
t
rt
e.
;9
111
. be vi
Indianapolis.
pected to be started under a $48.HerKennedy is making a tour of the subjects they have fatted in - and a Will Jones, non-resident, well and elected Graham Denham. EarYoung Men's Business CM and wassee Dam, $0,000,0007 French
000,000 allotment 'proposed in the
'Broad
Dam,
hidden in a bottom 24 miles below ris Grove, president; N. G. Wall,
$30.000.000,
do intensified work.
district.
and
Pickprebably the Rotary Club are
deficiency bill.
The work for the first 'six grades Faxon. The officers also broughr Hazel, vice-president; Conn Barexpected to join with city officials wick Landing Dam, $39,000,000.
While here, Mr. •Rentiedy anDr. Arthur E Morgan, chairman
nett,
Almo,
secretary;
Morgan estimated that the TVA
in
S.
a
100-po
W.
Asund sack of sugar. About
in greeting the visitors and sponnounced
that the
membership will extend eight weeks only and
Murray, treasurer;
will have an income of $1,250.000 of the TVA. said completion of the
soring the event.
drive of the Legion had been ex- from eight to twelve noon each twenty gallons- of liquor was being-3100re of";117,ter
project in connection with the new
LniL Lloyd EdChildren in these boiled in a charred keg for quick_
Major Bennett plans to have from power during the next fiscal
- 'ltended through- June.
Murray school' day.
dams %you'd cost-4130,000,1300. •
wards of- Rackusburg, members of
Dr. J. A. Outland, county health ten or fifteen Military
The youths were, placed _ the
--- post is still far short of its quota grades have an excellent oppor- aging
and com- eear._
Control Committee. _
Morgares estimates for eater new
officer, has issued a warning aginst mercial airplanes
In jail to await a hearing. make a tour of
of 250 with 111 enrolled- for this tunity tit become more efficient
dam were: Aurora dam, on the
typhoid with the appearance of a the various cities with
The
in
their
grade,
tobacco
broaden
their
Control
marCommittee
Officers
a morning
year.
maxing the arrests were
Tennessee river, near the Kengin of information and culture. Sheriff Carl B. Kingins, Deputy has completed the review of tip- case in Northwest Murray. This visit and dedication of an airport
The regular meeting of the Murtucky line, $42,000,000; Hiawassee
bacco reduction contract& and corn- appearance i3 earlier than usual and an afternoon visit and dediand to thoite whit) have failed an Ira Fox, and Constable
Hampton
ray Post will be held this evening
Dam, $13,000.000;
French Broad
hog committees have begun check - and Dr. ,Outland is urging that cation at the next city. Overnight
opportunity will be afforded to Ellis.
Dana, $30.000,000, and Pickwick
at 7:30 o'clock at the court house.
.
every
...effortbe
made
to
..-ing
prevent
Corn-Hog
pass
stops
,contracts,
be the next grade.
will be made 'at- the larger
All cornThe hundreds of friends here Landing Dam. $30.000,000.
-Ail members me- urged to attend
hog contract signers should coin- the spread. Premises should be cities. He has asked the local Of- for the
The bus will be run as- usual
funeral services of Miss
and all veterans are cordially inMorgan estimated that the T.
plete and report all their corn-hog, cleaned up and - 'every attention, ficials to provide meals and rooms Tommie
Those enrolling first will have an
Kirkland was evidence of V. A. will have an income of $1,vited.
should
be
given
to
drinking
information tq the county agent's
Advantage over late entrants.
water for the aviators. There would be the esteem in
•
which
she was held 250,000 from power during
and milk sources.
the next
office by Saturday. June 9.
no admission charges to the fields, throughout
W. J. Caplinger, Director
Western
Kentuaty. fiscal year.
and there would be no stunting. Services were held Thursday
. Training School
Cecil' Valentine killed a large rate_aree.
.
afterR Cherry, employee- of OutMajor Bennett said.
tler last Friday afternoon
'noon at 4 o'clock from the Murray
that
land
Bros.
Tobacco
The
cities
Co.,
which
received
have
measured five feet and nine inches
provided Methodist church. The Rev. J.
fields under the CWA program E. Underwood and Rev.
with its rattlers gone. Valentine a badly lacerated _band Tuesday
0. A.
Graveling of the Kirksey road
and
was
are
taken
to
Mayfield,
the
Key's-HousMurray, Paducah. Marrs were in charge of the serkilled the snake about four miles
was begun Monday morning with
ton
Hospital
where
Owensboro,
several stitches
Madisonville, Russell- vices.
below Elm Grove church, after seeexpectation that sgrfacing wotild
Twelve counties were representville. Bowling Green. Cave City.
Daniel McKeel, of the old Con- ing it as he was driving down the were taken.
Friends and relatives from Pa- ed at the TVA
The person who tips the
be completed by the latter part of
meeting at the
Glasgow, Monticello, Danville, Le- ducah, Mayfield, and
cord road just East of Murray. road. He knocked the rattlers
Miss Gertrude Mallory. of Mayother
points
off
newspaper off to a news item
Hall Hetet - in Mayfield Miesday
next week
banon, Jackson. Beattyville Louisa, in this section were in
lost seven fine hogs last Thurs- when he killed it with a large field, spent Tuesday with her sisattendance. afternoon when Secretary
is not only greatly accomThe road, 5 miles long from day due to the heat and lack of plank but
J. ,e47.
Williamsburg, Middlesboro. and Honorary pallbearers from
said that there was from ter. Mrs. Harry Broach.
Mur- Olive read "encouraging"
modeting the paper. but he
Goshen church westward to Kirk- water for the animals. The hogs
letters
LeNngton.
thirteen to fifteen.
ray
were
educator friends among from Dr. H. A.
Mrs. Rudy Oury has returned
serves the public as well. If
4Morgan.e and a see was begun early this spring were fat and weighed from 200
to
the college faculty: Dr. .T. W. Carr, telegram
from a several weeks visit -with
the paper gives the news it
from Congressman W. V.
after considerable difficulty in cite- 250 pounds. McKee! was away
Miss
Lorene
Swann
is_
visiting R. A. Johnston. 'F. D. Mellen, W. Gregory.
relatives in Ft. Myers, Fla.
is a gbod thing, then every,eee 'MEN
In the telegiam from Iltr.
taining the right-of-way and opens from hOtne and the animals
Mavis Hamilton in Detroit. J. Caplinger. A. M. Wolfson.
were
and Gregory, it was stated that
one having a bit of news of a
Hal Houston came In WednesOne of the best sections of Cello- forgotten and left kept up
be
They
are
expected
to return home W. M. Caudill. Active pallbearers
salaamed
sufficient importanoe-"was suttee that •the 'money ercUtl
day-moon from 'Vanderbilt Unir
way county to its first modern to the sun.
the latter part of this week.
were
from
among
the
Heary
Clay
be
publication
versity, Nashville.
forth-coming. tor the Aurora
owes it to the
highway.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Hendricks and Minstrels, which was
Lee Warren Fox was accidentally
materially Dam, arid that work
public- to see that it gets into,
Miss Amelia Scoby will, not be
would. _
sore, who have been ea Jean-aphis, aided by Miss- Hirktant17The road is planned to reach
shot in his right _firm Tuesday ali- home -front Eosee
-Thrpurr
teast-thst
v
trrittrittlee - -the-paper;
sh7srt time.
for the past six weeks, returned to pose of the minstrels
/ to Brewers, -rust- over
ening about 9 o'clock by his father.
for
was
the
W. S. Swann: Harry, It- Sleffd;
Fred Crawford, who has been
the paper gets word of it. A Murray Tuesday evening.
the line into Marshall nerdy.
J. I. Fox, while shooting at some a sudent at the
Mr. benefit of the poor in Paducah.
newspaper force can't be
'and C. L. Sharborough represented
-U. of K. will
Hendricks expects' to locate in ,
.
rats that were descending a plank spend his vacation
everywhere.
Cal/owaY county at the' meeting:
Often
there
. with his -parMurray 'permanently.
STANLEY TO RUN
The Frigidaire line of refrigera- on an outhouse. 'The bullet was, ents.
SOUTH HOWARD BALL
would be things missed if
MI'.
and Mrs. Wade CrawMrs. Floy Delkins, Newberg,
tors are now being handled in a 32. steel Jacketed shell from len
CLUB WANTS GAMES APPRAISE'
friends did not take the
ford.
TOBACCO ...t$14 HAND
left this week end for Detroit to
Lexington. Ky.. June 2.-Augus- Murray
by
the
Johnson-Fain automatic and. fortunately touched
•
trouble to call tip the paper
Mrs. Hardin Morris and daughJoin
her
Owsley
Stanley,
husband,
former
goverDock
Music
A baseball club has been organDelkins,
Co. Mr. Johnson received the -flashy part of the glen
- tot
and give the tip. Often no
Tbe Tobacco SectAi of the
Fox ter. Miss Mar garite returned Sunwho is employed there.
AAA mist
nor and U. S. Senator, will be a a truck load Monday with a wide is being treated and no serious re- day
ised in the South Howard com- is ready
dbubt items , are missed be-from Rotwell, New, Mazko.
to appraise:Ram; tabour.
M. 0. Wrather, Vets Wrather munity Which ir areriottreer
candidate for the Democratic nom- range in models and sizee. This suits are expected.
eneret elf eetlee'
cause theta'is no one to perRvI.vre *they spent the winter. 'eft',"
and Leslie Pogue. returned last teams of equal strength,
Contract
ination to succeed Senator M. M. Is the first the Frigidaires have especially wieners have -dot
form this service. Give us
Mr. and Mre, Burgess Parker.
marketed. All.
night from Frankfort where theie on Saturday afternoons.
Logan, he let it be known in been offered to the Murree publie
'Robert Jackson Moset Is confined Jr, and Mr. arid Mrs.
the
news and hereby give it
contract signers are requests* to
C. B. Harvisited on business.
conversation with friends here and many are- expressing their ap- to his home' West of
Teams wishing to Way South report
to the public.
Murray with grove, of Afayfield, were visitors
any tobacco .0hit_
be
Mrs.. Geo. Hart, Is recovireing Howard will write S.
protest of the line,
Friday.
malarial fever.
A. Webb. epprAleed. to the cotet,
in Georgetown Monday.
Qeskstegfrom, en attack of malaria.
,
.Route e. 'Murray, Ky.
fire by Saturday. June 9.

STRAY DOGS MUST
BE UNDER CONTROL

$48,000,000 FUND
FOR TVA IN BILL

Mason, Eddyville,
Out for Congress

Whopping Cough
Cases Increase

School Trustees MtqrFile Notifications

Summer,Session at
Traiiiiiig School

iLY

TAKE 3 YOUTHS,
STILL WEDNESDAY

K E R"

enjau,- TeMple

Mrs. Noble Dick
Is Hurt in Crash

WILL DEDICATE
MUNY AIRPORT

Funds to Build
*- Aurora Pass House

Corn-Hog Board
E

Legion Membership
Drive Is Extended

Dr. Outland Issues
Typhoid Warning

Throng Here For
Kirkland Rites

Cecil Valentine
Kil s Rattler

Kirksey Road May
Be Done Next Week

TTAN
!AMA

Daniel McKee!
Loses 7 Hogs

Serving The
Public! '

Lee Warren Fox
Accidentally Shot

JRSDAY
tftlilgmytei'

4NITIES"

I the World and

ertWitCARLISLE;

Orchestra

Frigidaire line
Is Handled Here
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an injured foot
- Ronald Colman hi
James and Joe Milton and BeuAppeanng in Play, lyn and Rachel Brandon have .the
cough.'The Masquerader' 'wheoping
I have had the measles and

asked to raid upon this, hurfily
Mee. Joh" ...lamas is MOWN'
aft Carmaray group by hint Genneth Chem
atelatives in Nashville Tenn.. this Clerk's oillge and Utle teas obtained frOrnidapcilygdigKagi en the
_
Mirk
M. Q. Lamb and Ire r Laesi&e
Mr. and Mrs.. Dick Miller and 8th day atlIblarstari.
were in puryear on business Fri- little ,pons. Cyrus and Gene Orr,
For the piirettaie Welk the purwhooping caugh and please. Mr. day.
spent Sunday in Paducah as guests chaser must execute bond with
annele-Cohnse in the famous Mumps.
don't .. come around
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow and of Mr. and Mrs R. M. Sproul and approved securities, bearing legal
OW Abe al The Masquerader" Guess this is all.-"Blue -Eyes". Mr.
interest from the day or sale unand Mrs. H. I Neely attended Mr. and Mrs. Earl Sherman.
terills-CapRol Theatre Montil paid. and having the force and
church in Paris, Tenn.. Sunday
Mn. T. H. Jones and children.
4111111 Ind 111seeday.
effect of a judgment.
Bidders
night.
eir Murray. were Hazel visitors
OB 41111011111 play form, one of
will be prepared to comply promBro. A. M. Hawley filled flit en' Monday.
melodrama*
alsolleettil
ptly with these terme.-George S.
pointment at Mt. Carmel Sunday.
1110 world hs ewer 1111111-iiias made
Miss Celia Miller is in Trenton. Hart, Master Coomaimiamm
accompanied-on
trip
was
this
He
-TesetitelPeetsk
beaus story
OA of the
Tenn., for an extended visit with
by his soo, Herbert Hawley, of har sister. Mrs.-C. L Kaufman,
isc two men who so closely reyoung
The
people's
division
of
drIghter.
his
and
Concord.
New
illellataled each other that neither
and Mr. Kaufman.
the Hazel M. E. church held its Bertha Hawley Hines, of Nash-.
Vale aarnatinreas dead be sure.
Mat Martha. Elisabeth White
fagular monthly social meeting ville, Tenn.
leasek*
stient Asa week in New ProvTuesday evening in the ParsonageLaadi. who brought so
Miss Mae Katherine Herron, of idence visiting friends and feLcemnes and qintesta were entoyed
-faisheesisseath eaat vitality. to
,
- speet
.week--end. attees: •
Bella <Zee
after
which mateinnents were
god .1.1nod and Shelby Cilithe
Cross._1___altd.
-S.
-In rneenvirItair-- -rallwaa-Witt,
a Detroit, came in Wedneshave the tosaiaine beads
Herron.
Sunday in Memphis.
s visit with the
Those present were:
estWilt- aaknten. ot-Paducah. in in
Mrs. Lois Warterfield and Mrs. leant joillsa
11gillitodr Hobbes,
Claud Wilson, Ciate Wilson. H. Hazel for kacvskal days vt with J. R. Miller were in LaCenter. Ky., . IV-Frank_ Peterson. it... who is
ereethinri Mkt -and 'Helen Jerome E. Brandon, Junes Wilson,
_friends. arad-relativoa—
Tuesday. visiting Mr. and Mrs. attending the University of KenAnn Herron. Miss Sadie Nell BranHarry Lee'Warterfield, editor of
•Ildett are II tie mat
Harry L Warterfield.
tucky. undyed home Wednesday
the LaCesster Advance, and Mrs.
. Smart Goldwyn has given his don, Miss Mildred Edwards,
Misses Jewel White and Mary for a brief visit with his
ineiller.
production of the English meio- Viva Caldwell, Miss Murl Jane* Warterfield, spent Sunday with Oliver visited
in
Paris,
Tema_
last
Mrs W. F. Peterson, Sc., naar
diem a Wright modern setting. Miss Elizabeth Jones, and Rev. and his mother, Mrs. Lois ,Shatecileld. week end.
.
Kirksey. Mr. Peterson is weekMr. and Mrs. Hester Walker and
• ISO beground for as human Mrs. -W. A. Baker,
Miss Hazel Jones is spending the ing on his B. S. and Law degrees
children were in Hazel Sunday to
111110.111 le the labor uprisings and
week with her mother.' Mr' Alice concurrently.
He AMS awardsRare Raising •
visit Dr. and Mrs. W. F. Grubbs
1110 aleirthed Calks that are the
Jones.
Ousted a second lieutenant in the
and _Miss Maude Walker.
lisiadlanie
London today. HowMrs. Myrtle 'Cunningham, of officers reserve at commencement
As Thursday morning was a ...Mr.
.and Mrs. J. P. Lamb have
ie* Ilstabreek adapted the play very beautiful day, the
Dicks. returned from a visit to their chil- Memphis visited her sister, Mrs. exercises last week and will leave
la the screen it is based on John Owens, Curds.
and Millers motored dren in Louisville and Frankfort, Otho White. Sunday.
June 17 for Ft Knox for two
_
_ .
Moen Booth's drainatization of over to New.
Providence - With
weeks active training.
y.
lie- Wove! by Katherine .Cecil their baskets running
over with
Miss Maurine Meeker, of MayMr. and Mrs. Lowell Jones, of
Ilmesilen
•
good things to eat. This was a Murray.
field, is the guest of her sister, Miss
visited Mrs. Jones' parhit *wectien of -The Miss- surprise dinner for the barn
rais- ents, Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Hurt. SunEdith Meeker, of the Keys-Hous.tillMenden" _Richard- Wallace has ing, that was taking place at the
ton Hospital.
day. 2.
_
- •
de- it a succiasor to his irn- old Dick farm near Providence.
Mrs. C. A. Bishop is ill at. her
Miss Sallie • St. John. who is
'.geneilise Maw.that include, such
After arriving at about a o'clock, working
for Littleton & Dick. at
an!Ile en • Olive atreet_:____
Sefable pegapkiMse achievements they all assembled
in the old farm Puryear. Tenn- spent
Calloway Circuit Court
Mrs. C. M. Hood, hint Garnett
Sunday with
OrnorXatia*
beests front room where the old homefolks.
Murray Building & Loan, Amen,
Jortes,--164-30a. Bob Word Pearre* aod Tosearrow.w- "Shop-worn family album
Vas handed abqut
son- - were visitors in • Mayfield
G. R. Scott. manager of the MurAngel".-and -Tete - Right to Love." fee ths younger, generation
to-,en- ray Milk Mont. and Eel Prewitt.
W Judgment
Wednesday morning.
Row an.
field manager fur this plant, were Charles Brown and Dimple Brown,
Mr. and Mts. R. H., Hood re-The Masquerader" is the second
At 11 o'clock 'the old dinner in Hazel
Defendants. turned aloft night from a trip
on business Saturday.
and last Colman screen play of the gong wale sounded for
the raisers ,lae.-eingalialigiesalicks and da
By virtue of a judgment and *_Chtestekillinehrough
year
to come to the dinner table,
r of "sale of the C.alloway Cir- central Kialilidty".
ter. Oneida. of Bruceton,
its- of
it Is likely to
last foe was arranged out in
the front were recent visitors in the home cuit Court, rendered at the April ininsiat gaillittbtown. Hodgenville
serve time since Colman has gone yard. The dinner was
enjoyed of Mr. and Min. Leslie Ellis.
term thereof, 1934, in the above and Mbar historic centers.
• MB"a long holiday sailing the by one and all
While the men
Mrs. J. D. McLeod and daugh- cause for the purpose of payment
9.
Amman Sim and roaming the dis- smoked their pipes a
chat was ter. Miss Maynelle. of Crossland. of $75810 with interest fromthe MURRAY METHODIST
CHURCH
tant places of the earth.
carried on by the older folks.
visited the family of their son 14th day of 'June. 1934. and costs
An interesting feature of the and
brother, A. H. McLeod. Friday herein expended, I shall proceed
Laymen's Day will be observed
afternoon program was furnished and
to offer for sale at the court house throughout the Paris District SunSaturday.
by the grandchildren. Old time
Master Jack Grogan.. of Detroit, door in Murray, Kentucky, to the day, June la .
hymns and organ melodies were is
Roy Manchester, Boy Scout exvisiting his grandparents. Mr. highest bidder -at public auction, on
played
and
sung by Miss Mildred and Mrs. Joe Charlton. near
1 liave been absent for a few
Hazel. Monday, the 25th day of Jim ecutive for the Jackson Purchase
Miller.
Joseph
Miller. Sharon
lames ha*** I am again.
The annual revival at the Bap- 1934. at I o'clock or therasdiout area, will be the speaker at .11
We sure .were glad of the 'rain Owens. and-Julia Frances Curd.
M. J. 0.Sexton, charge lay
tist church in Hazel will begin (same being county court day),
Later in the afternoon a _large fourth
which fell'Anse 4.
Sunday in June. Rev. W. upon a credit of six months, the leader, will preside.
Join .Pasehall is very ill at this shining tub of lemonade was K. Wood. of Ashland, Ky., will as- following described property, being
Sunday School will be at usual
served .by the younger grandchil- sist the
livening with cancer
pastor. Rev. R F. Gregory. and lying in
Calloway County. hour, 9:45 o'clock.
-'.115rawherries • seems to be all I dren,- Lanrine Curd, Virginia Mil- in these services .
Kentucky, towit:
Children's Day service • will be
and O._ Owens.
ilma hear but I don't like to pick let,
Beginning at the Southeast ear- observed at the evening hour.
Jack King and Miss Mary Sue
As this day was very sweets:rut Garrett of McKenzie. Tenn.. were ner of Otley 'Fancy's lot; thence 7:45.
%era after I get all I want *to ed.:
,
Sutra Wilkerson is 'suffering with and enjoyad-by- all.'blessings weire :visiting friends in Hazel Sunday. South eighty-five 1851 feet to Jim
Young .Peoples meeting at 6:45.
Banks' lines; thence West one hun- Dorothy Robertsop, leader 'TTie
dred seventy-four t174) feet ti young people will have a picnic
No...Leal
Mahan's line: Atm* 'Friday. Stine --13.----They will leave
North eighty-five (85) feet to mid the `church at about 5 P. U. A
line to Otley Parley's line. thence truck 'raid be provided for all
East one hundred
seventy-four who care hiattend.
, 174) feet to the beginning. -Said
The Missionary'
, -Society will go
deed is recorded in Deed Beek to Beaton Wednesday.---June 13. to

give a programa for the
society. If you would like .to go
notify the president, Mrs. Asthma
If you can provide a car notify her
also.
0. A. Marrs, Pastor

HAZEL NEWS

CAL5.

den Asatingteru Ky., will preach
Guthrie
at the evening hour.
Chimakill will sing a aolci at the
morning church hour.
7:00
Christian
Endeavor
at
o'clock Sunday evening.
Prayer. meeting Wednesday night
FIRST CIUUSSIAN CHURCH
at 7:30 o'clock.
"ALL ALWAYS WELCOME"
Sunday school at 9:30. W. Z.
L B. Motley, Pastor
Carter. superintendent Some of
our men and boys will visit the MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
lant's class at Mayfield next Sunday morning. That means that the
Sanday, Jane IE and Week
rest of us will have to make a
Follawiag
special effort to con* to Sunday
Sunday School at 9:30 A. M.. E.
school and bring, others with es 11. Holland, superintenaent
and try to maintain our average atMorning Worship at 10:45 A. M.
tendance.
Sermon subject: "From Simon is
eachIng -111 10:45- 11: '-st- 'and
7:43 P. M. The pastor wilt preach
Evening Worship at 7:30
at aIlk inanWIS service. There is Sermon subject: "Blind Leaders."
a probability that Dr. Arthur BraThe pastor will preach at both

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subrscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!
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EVROLET

of

-COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

1••

ANNOUNCES SUBSTANTIAL

EDUCTIONS

Sinking Springs

f

NicELROYS
ANNIVERSARY SALE!
THURSDAY,FRIDAY & SATURDAY
June 14, 15, 16
STYLISH SUMMER WASH FROCKS
Sheer, cool matorials, vat dyed, all colors and patterns, newest styles. Sizes 14 to 44.
Guaranteed fast colors
.
,DURING ENTIRE SALE

49`

• Oxfords, Straps, Pumps
is Kid, Calf. Elk and Patent
-Typical styles and values
always found here at $1.99
-a

On all models of

Chevrolet passenger cars and trucks
ie

Rothictions amount to as much as $50 on some models
Chevrolet's reduced
771
.r
.
"`" prices reflect the-recordbreaking demand that, month after
month,is keeping Chovrelet firstinsales.
In ofreiirig the elEciPtional values,
Chevrolet hopes to maintain,during the
balance of the year, the high level of
employment so necessary to the general
program of recovery.
Chevrolet is particularly glad to make__

CHEVROLET MOTOR COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN

RAYON UNDIES

1111111-REISCEURICEVEFFECTIVE TODAY

•

CANDY SPECIALS
Bordens T..T. Caramels, lb.
.
lb.
Fruit Flavor or Slices, lb.
No. 1 Salted Peanuts, lb.

10e
10e
10c

On Sale THURSDAY 9:00 A. M.
Utility Rugs (Congoleum) 28x54 in.
25c
Utility 'Rugs (Congoleum) 36x72 in.
49c
Salad Bowls (decorated)
19c
Baking Dishes, Casseroles, etc
10c, I5c, 20c
Large Blue Mixing Bowls
•
15e
Fancy Dress Buttons, card
5c
Colonial Ice Tea Glasses, 12-oz
3 for 10c
Colonial Table Tumblers, 9-oz.
2 for 5c
Ten-quart Grey Enamel Dish Pans
15c
Two-quart Sauce Pan and Cover
15c
Large Wash Basin
15c
Kettle and Top, 1-piece
15c
8, 8 1-2 and 9-in. Assorted Color Dressing
Combs
10c

.731.

•

•• OXFORDS
• STRAPS
AND TOE-LESS STYLES
.• LEATHER SOLES
Fabrics in Mesh, Pique, Linen, Poplin
-So cool-so comfy-and so Mari
you really can't go through Summer
without a pair of these Sands*
Cheese from white or esters, with
Cabala or low beets.
sines.

As

PRINCESS SLIPS
On Sale FRIDAY, June 15, 9:00 A. M.

and swanky two-tone styles

Straight and V-necks, lace top and bottom,
wised. flesh, white, tea rose, sizes 34 to 44

99

A9c

at

On Sale THURSDAY 9:00 A. M.
BOYS' COVERALLS, silver, cloud blue, with
stripes, extra hvy., 79c value, pair

The classiest
styles we have
ever shown.

49,

On Sale SATURDAY, June 16, 9 A. M.

Quality, too: The land
-111rxrelearisreanty:

FULL.FASHIONED HOSE,clear and soft. reinforca.
ed foot, 42 and 45 guage, slight irregulars of $1.00
values, in all shades.
SPECIAL THIS SALE, pair

494

Hos

r

TOO:
Fidl-Fashtoned Pore
, silk

59c

H. A. MILROY CO.

INC

STORES
Hundreds of other items, all big values. We invite
- hop at our store and see for yourself.
you to s
14_4U
.WILA.Y. KY. -

Num nolosol
Acesuol sr
STANDARD MODELS
-aodosas.o.Sport Roadster
"
$465
$25
C
.
•.• 6 ••;••••• 'WO•
495
25
Coupe• •-•:" ••••••••••• •••..71.• 6. I • ••••••
485
25
MAST-11 MODELS
Sport Roadster.
.•• 1.•
a., • ••-• • •• • 540
35
Coach
....••
•••••
•..•
580
35
Town Sedan
615
30
Sedan
5,5.
640
35
Coupe
••• •• •••
560
.35
Sp
600
31.
Sedan Delivery:• ••• •.• • 11 "1.1 1.•••••7WI'••• ••:•••••• OM •••• 600
COMMERCIAVCARS
Commercial Chassis.
••• • •••$ •••-•• 355
30
Wip..
Utility Long Chassis
• •e•• woo woo ••• ale • w• •.• •-• •-• •• 515
50
Dual Long Chassis......••
—•
535
50
Utility Chassis and Cab. .• •
—
575
50
Dual Chassis and Cab
595
50
Utility Long Chassis and Cab
605
50
Dual Long Chassis and Cab
625
50
Commercial Panel
••• •-• ••• • ••• ••• •-• • ••• ••• •• 575
35
Special Commercial Panel...... —
•• • 595
35
Utility Panel
750
50
Dual Cab and Stake Body,
so
•
••• •.. •
•.. ••• • •• 680 •
Dual Long Cab and Stake Body•..••• •.. •••• ••• 4- •• 740
50
n••
••• ••• •••
•• Wei•a•

OaCh

••• •••••• •••• ••
••
•

•
•••
•••• •••.....
.
• •••

•
'4
r. -•••••-••

•
II ••
•

..
me -••• ••• •••

ort Coupe
„L.a.,
•• •.•

•
•••• 0•1• •••
•••••

••• ••• ••• WO •
•

•••

••• O.

AO.
•••

Above ere list pillows of primeness cars at Fnt, Mich. With bumpers, spare tire
and tire
Jock, the het pogo. Of
if Standard Models is $18 additional; Master Models $20 additional.
La.-pries* et eemomeciei-eery quoted sm."car.- Ptirce P•fitsh.-- ffpsetat szyuiareerlf
masa.
Price. subject to change without notice. Compare Chevrolet's low cfelivered prices
and
easy 0.hf.A.C. terms. A General Motors Value.

CHEVROLET HOW LEADS II VALUE BY A WIDER MARGIN THAN EVER

Farmer-Purdom Motor. Co.

West Main Street

a

this announcement when you can see
and judge the Chevrolet at the National
Exhibits of General Motors Products.
Make it a point to look over these.cars.
Compare its modem features' and new
low prices with those of any other lowpriced car. Then you will know even
more 'surely than before why we say,
"Drive the Chevrolet only 5 zr.11es and
you'll never be satisfied with any other
1ow-priced car."

•

Ladies Step-ins, Panties, assorted patterns, pr. .15c
CHILD'S PANTIES, pair
1Qc

•

•":•
.•

hoisni
Prayer meeting ' Wednesday evening- at 700 P. U.•
Special prayer meeting Sunday
at 6:30 P M.
evening,
The ladies meet at the. church
building Tuesday afternoon at 2:30
P. M. and the girls of the church
meet at the same place Saturday
afternoon at 3:00 P. M.
All of our services are simple,
Scriptural and spiritual. All are
invited.
Carroll Hubbard, Pastor
.........

INCORPORATED

Murray, Ky. .
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-- • — Piano !WM Give, $ae
son,. Ray Andrews and wife. Mr.,
the club roll.
Edith Jones. and Miss Estelle Society twee , Tuesday • afternoon
Pupils Of 'Miss Lillian Walters and Mrs. Tony Boggess, the latter
Tluise present were Mies Mar- Fakes. Mrs. .1-. H. Coleman gave with Mrs. J. D.—Hamilton.
a stepdatighter of Mrs. Wiles', Mrs.
Religious
Ranald an interesting talk on
Mrs.
garet • Campbell,
The program was as follows:
The piano pupils of Miss Lillian Effie Garland, another stepdaughChurchill,. Mrs. Herschel Corn, Painting."
Watters appeared in a recital at ter. and two sons. Olen and 4. D.,
• Pianb Solo, Miss Lillian WatAn' -informal social hour was
Airs. F. E. Crawford, Mrs. Herman
the First Christian Church Thiirs- Mrs Jessie Maupin, a sister of
Lovely Tea Is Given
ters.
Doran, Mrs. Roy Farmer, Mrs. Zel- enjoyed. Angel , cake and brick
day evening, May 31.
At West Murray Parsonage
Mrs. Wiles, M. Maupin and chilReading. Miss Mae Balbach...
na Canter, Mrs.' John Farmer, Mrs. cream. were served.
The young performers showed dren. Helen, Birtie, and J. C..
Prevention of
Several women ot--...11au. Benton
Papers: "The
Jack - Kennedy,.Mrs. Foreman GraRev. and Mrs. L. Z. Hurley held
talent and splendid training The Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Maupin and
ham, Mrs. Robert Jones, Mrs. Jde Christian church were. guests, in- War", Mrs. Solon Higgins; 'The
Open house Thursday afternoon at
numbers were varied and the pro- daughter, Bessie.
Lovett. Mrs. Wilbert Outland, Mrs. cluding Mrs. J. D. Peterson, Mrs, Lynching • Problem", Mrs. Dale!
the West Murray Circuit parsonage.
Tram was highly pleasing to the
College". Mrs. C. A
A brother, Walter Wyatt. and
Wells Purdom, Miss Ruth Sexton, Ross Acree, Mrs. Rufus Wade and "Scarritt
Arrangements were -made by the audience.
children, Minon, Jetta. Higen, and
Bishop.
Mrs. Myrtle Wall, Mrs. Ethel Ward, Mrs. Willie Shemwell.
missionary
societies
of
Lynn
Pupils presented were:
•
•
•
•
•
Lloyd, Mr. and Mrs. Aubry Wyatt
s6cial hour followed at the
Miss Oneida Wear, Miss Bettie
Grove, Martin's Chapel, Goshen,
Joanne Fulton. Barbara Walker, and three children, a half brother,
close of which refreshments were
Beale, Miss Cappie Beale, Mrs. M. E. Society To Give
and Sulphur Springs. Mrs 0. J. Billie Jo caudal, John Dee HousNicholas Wyatt.
Proesin At Benton
served.
Harry Broach.
Jennings, zone chairman, assilted. ton. Barbara DIuguid. 'Jane Morris,
*
• •
The day was greatly enjoyed by
The Alice Water' Missionary
Both the rooms and tffe lawn Eilisrolyn Johnson.- Clara Waldrop.
all. The Rev. Ray Andrews, an
Mrs_ Jack Farmer entertained Society has been invited_to Ben- Birthday:Tarty
were beautifully decorated with
Rachel Linn, Mary Virginia Hoff- experienced
photograaer, took
Betty Pogue celebrated her 11th
her bridge club Friday 'afternoen, ton to give a program Wednesday,
baskets and vases of flowers.
man, Miriam 'McElrath. Princes many pictures of noted scenes of
birthday- -Tuesday,--Jurte 5. ate the
will
_After
the
salad
gains
'plate
Jane.
The
awas
127.
be
--Standing • -ire--,theeierig Iii-de Gatlin. Francesheld- at' the M.
Their -thittitiestod "iihr
`chnrch'at 1:30 hane of- rfer parents,- Mr and-Mrs:
stebets
m.
served
were Mrs, L. Z. litirley _Mrs. J. H. Bob Hester. _Elisabeth Fay _ Up
, where he spent many happy days
—"and to visitors, Miss / P. M. Those who can carry ears Leslie Pogue.
Walker, vice chairman; Mrs. John church. Eleanore Hire, Mary Elizof his youth also where his father
Games and contests were vim-Maryleona Bishop and _Mrs. S. 3. az8-asked 144AD_ gra. Jli.. Put..
Waldrop, -chairman-. Mrs. Boss abeth Bennett.
spent so many years of his life
joyed. Prizes were awarded -JoseGlenn were present.
Story,- chairman: and Mrs Bates
Zane Houston. Rebecah Farmer, since 1894. '
-4.t.
• • • "
Mrs. -Barr will, give the talk. phine Neal, Charlotte Wear,'he
411cliardson,`-rrhairrnan.•
Putnam, Billy
Louise
Pollard,
The visitors will leave for their CLIVE BROOK, as mysterious host to elopers,
"The Carden .of the Mind". The Edna Jeanne Perdue.
Sunday School Classes Enjoy
During the hours a musical pro- Lillie Adkins. Mary Marrs, Jane
bra,!ra in between Diana
home in California this week end.
devotional will be led by Mrs.
Sandwiches and an ice cotirse
Pine ...Bluff Outing
Wynyard and Reginald Owen, who are rosining
gram was given by Mrs. Roy Melugin, Lucille Pollard. Josephine
"WHERE SINin
It is only a short visit here but
G. T. Hicks and there will be carrying out a color scheme of
Farmer, Miss Robbie Mae Broach. Cain. Sara Marrs.
NERS
feature
MEET,"
comedy at -the CAPITOL SUNDAY.
RED-Radio
Two
young people's Sunday special music.
their fellowship brought back
pink and yellow were served:
Dr. Hugh McEirath, Dr. H. C.
Awards were given to the fol- memories of bygone days
School classes of the Memorial
Every, member is urged to attend.
Those included were:
to the
Smith, Mrs. Garnet Jones, Mrs. lowing:
••• ••
hearts of ,all whom regret to see
Josephine Neal, Brunda Sue FuThe bride is a prominent young ter of Mr...aild Mrs. Jot T. Par- Baptist church enjoyed a hay
Rafe Jones, E. J. Beale, Miss Sara
Junior pin for best performance them leave.
ride and picnic at Pine Bluff last M. E. Missionary Society
teacher of the county and has ker of 704 Poplar street
trell, Martha -Churchill. Charlotte
Marrs. and Miss Jane Melught —Louise Putnam.
Friday
evening.
Met Tuesday
taught at Faxon High school' for
Wear. Edna Joanne Perdue, and
Irker has been the relatisit
Readings were given by Mrs. J.
Senior pin for best performance Sulphur Springs Sunday
Games and contests were held
two years and taught one year at do
The Alice Waters' Missionary. Montebeth Riggs.
School
some pretty "goingE. Skinner, and Miss Annie Lou —Josephine Cain.
Class Enjoys Outing
Russell's Chapel. She is a former away-gifts" presented to 'her by after which a bountiful lunch was
Barton.
Pins awarded
for consistent
student of Murray State College relatives and some of- her close served.
• The large tea table was lovely practice:
The Sulphur
Springs Sunday and will continue herForty-three made the enjoywork there Murray _friends En ratite she will
WfIll a lace cloth and-held -as a
Barbara Diuguld. Clara Waldrop, School, after having their classes this summer and will
receive her ViSlk
,relatives in Oklahoma and able trip by truck.
centerpiece a crystal bowl filled Frances Sledd. Louis* Putnam, aethe regular hour, 10 A. M.. Sun•••••
degree in August:
points in Southern Texas.
with pink roses and larkspur. Caroline Johnson, Mary Elizabeth day, June 3, was carried .by Supt.
Miss
Maryleona
Bishop enter,The bridegroom is from RoggenReturning home via Middle West
Small tables were placed on the Repnett.
R. W. Wilson in a _truck to Pine
tained her bridge club--and a few Cabbage, new
ville,
Alabama
but
Country Hams, large,
formerly
lived
green, '
route
she
will
.visit
for
a
short
lawn. Strawberries, cake, and tee
Awards for perfect attendance Bluff for a pigaci
others at her home Tuesday ev15c
12c
pound
10 lbs.
tea were served.
lessons:
It was a very happy event. The In this county with his cousin. time wAth relatives both in Denver ening.
-About two hundred called. The
FISH—
Eleanore Hire,' Rachel Linn. bonntiful dinner was spread 'and -Thomas Duboise, who was princi- and Kartias City.-Beans,
lbs.
Green
4
15c
After
the
contest game a de•e--• • •
pal of Faxon High school. He grad- financial sum was also nice.
12c
Cats, pound
. *my.Elisabeth Bennett. Billy Pol- 'everyone ate to their hearts conlicious salad plate was served.
25c
Dried Peaches, 3 lbs.
lard. Zane Houston.
tent after which much fun and uated from Faxon High school and Deltas Have,Party.
Buffed°,
pound
10c
Those
present
were:
later
attended
Murray State 'Col• • • • •
69c Enamel Dippers
merriment was enjoyed.
Mrs, A. J. Glenn, Mrs. Frank Potatoes, late seed, bu
10c
The Delta Department had a
lege. Since that time he has taught
Reunion Held At
Those present were:
Navy
8
Albert
Beans,
lbs.
...`
Stubblefield,
*25c
Mrs...-Darry
theatre
and
supper
party
Broom Corn Seed, lb. . 26c
Thursday
near
Russellville.
Pine Bluff Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Valentine,
Broach, Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Crackers,
evening.
2 lbs.
20c Country Ham, sliced,
Mr. and Mrs. Duboise will make
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Furgerson,
After seeing a picture at the Cap- 'Jr.. Miss Suzanne Snook,' Miss
Mrs. Jennie Andrew Wiles and Mr. and Mrs.
pound
25c
their
home
here
for
the
summer
Big
Ben
Soap,
8
25c
Tiny Shackleford
bars
Frances
Bradley,
Mrs.
B.
0.
Langstol
Theatre,
they went to the home
Matches, 4 boxes
--wskrWhoMbelsy "weft abeam. cries is aim. Ray Andrawaziefd 'Wife, of and daughter, Dorothy, Mr. and where both will continue.. their
15c
ton,
Miss
Margaret
Tandy..
Mies
Peanuts,
of
Miss Desiree Beale.
bushel
73c Bananas, dozen
odesta, CT/L. are -visiting friends Mrs. Raymond
19c
Filder and daugh- work in college. They pan to go
rert
,1111 sad cu
eGoe's
.isrebMsir
.lria
attrdaT
irmi
Petite corsages of summer flow- Jack Charborough, Mrs. Harry Molasses, gal.
and relativeslaack in old -Kentucky ters, Novela and
49c
Alice, ,and sen, to Russellville this fall where they ers were given
Lard, can
$61,50
Sled&
Mrs.
K
S.
Diuguid. Jr., Mrs.
the
members
b
ult
to
'Ma
sud thaw.
lidiplk
!
aads=et: for the first time in 17 years and Robert Roe. Mr.
Joe •Xontioinery have teaching. positions.
White Syrup, gallon
. 49c Hoes
60c
seadi
s
designate the four who were to sit Joe Lovett.
• • S. • I,
Sink is lr/AV parrs.andielsai spent,the day at Pine Blue- Sun- 'and daughters, Misses Errion and
r4;
F. C. C. Missionary Society Has
at
the
same
table.
'streets sod. mow It onowot lusimi. Yost day.
Arts And Cans Club
Ruth, and son. Frank.
Benton Women As Guests
of use has proves Ass. lasariss disosileas
An elaborate two-course supper
At the noon hour a delicious
To Meet
lull essetty how to
Mr. and Mrs. H. 0. Smith and
k. Trees peed. Gives
was served on the beautiful lawn
Mist proaspdy. Two shoes 354 604 (effe) dinner was spread.
The Missionary Society of the
sons. Roy. Bruce and Brown, Mr.
The Arts and Crafts Club will which was lighted for the occasion.
present were:,
Holland-Hart Drug Co..
First Christian church met TuesR. W. Wilson and daughters, Misses
meet,A
next
couple
of clever contests follow- day afternoon with Mrs.
Widnesday afternoon
Drug Company.
Mrs. Jannie .Andrews Wiles and Lillian and Lucile, -Misses Inez
J. H. Coleat 3 o'clock at the home of Miss ed. The Dutch supper was planned ran.
Finney and Vester Henry, James
Roth -Cutchin. All members are and prepared by the first nine on
Mrs. Marvin Fulton was leader
Johnnie, and Buck Wilson, Duurged to be present.
and Rev. E. B. Motley led the deward, T. W., and Hardeman Henry,
—
•.• • •
votional. A playlet was given by Groceries, Hardware, Feed and Seeds. We buy and sell
Mrs. Etta Dick, Pauline Dunn,
Roesden-Warfield
Mrs.
anything at the best price.
Ben Hood, Mrs.
Connie and Lee Finnie, and Mr.
Harry
Wedding
Broach, Miss Lucille Pollard, Miss
and Mrs. Warren Patterson.
-PHONE 4
FREE DELIVERY
• • • • •
A marriage of much interest to
Group Enjoys Outing
_their many friends was, that of
At Pine Bluff
Miss Ernestine.„Roosden: to - -Mr.
Willie Warfield which was solemn- MaNwell House Coffee,
An outing was enjoyed by a
-GOODCHAUX'S SUGAR, 10 lbs.
4Se
ized Thursday evening, May 31.
pound can ..........30c
number of Murray people Monday
swILasa _ems, AAA.
at, 9 o'clock in Metropolis in ,the
evening at Pine Bluff. Kodaking
KEG,SODA,'3 lbs.'fa7
presence of Miss Edna McNutt Johnson's No. 1 Peaberry
e • et
,
and boating were pleasures of the
Coffee, pound
22c
and Mr. T.-G. Brown.
-occasion. In the early twilight
ALABAM-GIRL SOUR PICKLES,-quart
10c
The bride is a vecy attractive Fourth-pound can
the party crossed to the Tennessee
:1
41
daughter of' Mr. antP-Mrd E. L.
Pathfinder Tea
10c
side and a delicious picnic lunch
PORK and BEANS, 1-lb. can
Sc
Housden of West Murray. She
was served.
was a graduate from Murray High Jello, any flavor, 3 pkgs. 20c
a
Those included were,
APRICOTS IN SYRUP, 2 1-2 can
alir
/u
15c
school this year and was very pop- Horal Bouquet ToiletA
Miss Mary Lou Outland. Miss
or 2 for
ular
with her classmates and
25c
Soap,
18
bars
25c
STANDARD
PACK
2 CANS
NO.
Eva Grey Ward, Miss Ruth Weeks,
friends.
Miss Modelle Hendrick, Miss Anna
StIlox Quick Soap, 6 for 25c
EVAPORATED MILK, large.can
Mr. Warfield is,. the son of MT
Sc
.
Washer. Miss Ruth Hubbard. and
25c
and Mrs. J. W. Warfield of Smith- -Super Suds, 3 for
:
Miss Morelle Ward,
CORN FLAKES,2 for
15c
NO.
Itii
lahd. Ky
is now .employed.
000 sheet _T_oilet._ _Tissue,
Paid Montgomery,Zohnnie parkthe C. C. C. Camp.
4 rolls for
25c
er, Houston Denning, Claud Miller,
EVAPORATED PEACHES,fancy, 2 lbs. .... 25c
Mrs. Warfield is making her
:
f
Ralph Wear, Jack Kelly, and Trent
SUGAR,
$1.00
21
lbs.
home
with
her
parents while Mr.
POUNDS
P. and G. SOAP, 12 bars for
etre
25c
Wells.
Warfield completes his term in Kellogg's Corn flakes,
the camp. Their"Mani, friends
PINEAPPLE, Libby's, 2 1-2 can
18c
15c
2 for
Elkins-Disbeise
wish them a long and -- most
lb.
19c
3
French, lb. 23c
C. Club, lb. 27c :i.
Wedding
Tuesday
—
or 2 for
35c
prosperous life.
WE HAVE A COMPLETE
lbs. 55c
• • •• • •
LINE OF FRESH FRUITS,
Mr. and Mrs. Rone Elkins, of
North Seventh street, announce the Mrs. Joe T. Parker On
Halves or Sliced LARGE 2 1-2 can
VEGETABLES, and anyExtended Visit
marriage
of their
da'ughter.
thing you want in
Novella to George Duiloise. of
Airs. Joe T. Parker has gone
troceries
Russellville, Alabama. The marto Los Angeles, Calif., to be a guest
GIANT BARS 25c
riage took place Tuesday "afterin the honfie —a -Mr. and Mrs.
7.7
noon at 6:30 at the home of the
Lawrence
Sando.
Before her
brides parents. The Rev. D. W.
marriage, Mrs. Sando was Mils
Billington read the ceremony in
Anna Martha Parker, only daugh- We Detivee•—
Phone 130
the presence of members of the
family and a few friends.

00 ETY.

meeting

away

SATURDAY SPECIALS

Helps Babies Rest
Ends Colic Pains
s Digestion

J. T. Walls & Son

ADAMS-HOPKINS CROCERY

5

SATURDAY
SPECIALS

COMPANY

II II!

3
TOMATOES
RED-PITTED—CHERR1F.S
,7
GREAT NORTHEkN BEANS
COFFEE
J
DEL MONTE PEACHES
P AND G WHITE NAPTRA SOAP 7

23c-II

rAN

Cr

ELKINS GROCERY

MP/

by.

CAMAY,SOAtiii.
4 bars

C. Club FRUITSALAD,'
No..2 can
19c

WAY
MARKET

Quart Salad Dressing.. 25c
1 lb. box Crackers .... '13c
2-1b. box Crackers

23c

10 lbs. Sugar

50c

16-in. Lawn Mower .. $5.75
Rib Roast, lb.

6c
Sc

Pure Pork sausage, 2 lbs 25c
Pork Chops, lean, lb. .. 15c
Pork Ribs, lb.

10c

Pure Lard, 4 lbs.

35c

White Frost Flour,
24-1b. bag

Murray Milk Products Co.
CALL 191

25c

Chuck Roast, lb.

Red Bird Flour,
24-1b. bag

Embassy PEANUT BUTTER
, 2-lb. jar --- . — — . ... 23c

FRIDAY and-SATURDAY

1 roll 1,000 sheet Toilet
Paper
5c

NOTHING you bake or cook will taste just right
II if inferior quality milk is handicapping your
culinary efforts. BUT—if you use the finest milk
you'll find all your cooking so much easier' and
more successful. Baking comes out feather-light
—dishes are tasty and wholesome. It's so much
more healthful to use better milk—and not a bit
-expensive if -you insist on SUNBURST.

COOKIES, Zebra Bars,
Mother's Favorite, lb- 10c

MEATS

SATURDAY
SPECIALS

Beef Steak, 2 lbs.

79c
$1.00

Telephone 85

FAIN
&BELL
WE DELIVER-

19c

lb. ARMOUR'S STAR BACON 25c
7c
SMOKED BUTTS, lb.
SALT BUTTS, lb.
6c
LARD,lb.
7 1-2c
6c
BEEF RIB ROAST,lb.
8c
CHUCK ROAST,lb.
PORK SHOULDER—
Half or Whole, pound
111
/
2c
PORK HAM,half or whole, lb.. 12 1-2c
BEEF STEAK,2 lbs.
25c
25c
SAUSAGE,2 lbs. for
MUTTON
12 1-2t to 15c
KANSAS CITY STEAKS Highest Market Price in Cash for
Chickens andlEggV----

SHROAT BROS.
MEAT MARKET
reel .Deliyery

-

Phone

214'

C.Club TOMATO-JUICE,
10c
27-oz. can

L3 ?
•

13 ..

_PEAS, C. Club Sifted or
4
Large Sweet,
- ........
7
2 No. 2 cans
29c"
POTTED

3 cans 10c"
MEATS'
VIENNA SAUSAGE,
;
•
3 cans
25c

....4_

Penn-Rad MOTOR OIL,

1

Med. or Heaiii, 2-igal. .
Tax .................

$1.17
.08 at

Total

1
'
$1.25

.-

.

BULK
4 PQM NDS
LARD
FANCY SUGAR CURED BACON "a"cZN'te
2POUNDS
FRANKSOR LONG BOLOGNA 2 POUNDS
CHEESE LONGHORN OR DAISY
POUND
FRESH TOMATOES
POUND
GREEN BEANS
DOZEN
BANANAS
DOZEN .
--SUN KIST—LEMONS
10 POUNDS
NEW POTATOES
POUND
NEW CUCUMBERS
n
POUND
NEW CABBAGE

29c'
15Y241
9tc Fr!ll
Lid i

35c ii
10`''
Sc ;

19` -:
20c,
25`
.

Sc

r

.,

*.•11-

1)
1-)6

v:
iiipr,srsor

ft-4ov

•

deb

a•-•*-1411014114•406)01•40•••••••-..
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Parker, P.

Vandevelde, Rexall in 4-Way Tie for Second

099

the Postoffice-Rexall fracas. The
Malemen jumped off with three
only to let the druggists retaliate
with five. Postoffic• bounded back
second but the
with a - trio in tlieDrugstore cowboys retaliated with
ond but when touched for two a pair to lead 7 to 6.
Clark and Frank then settled
more ip the third was relieved by
Warterfield. The newsmen played down and pitched -;scoreless ball
Like chumps in the field and seem- for two frames when Resell apingly had the breaks against them. parently won the contest with four
Its infield, which has played tight- counters in the fifth. Again the
ly in the previous elf, soared sky Malemen rose from the ashes of
Ma, Maddox 'pounded Warter- disaster and pushed over six counfield for a homer with the bases ters in a dizzy sixth-ihning. Clark
'the - sixth- •••and
Itaideerth -tile -MITE terite"the- Wee" bore -down4-*----t0 seventh to blank the- *exalts -midBank of -Murray--8 -6 2
.
1..edger & Times 00 3 1 0 0 2- 6 get the winning ticket.
3 3 00 9M. Weeks. Rhodes, Wear, War- PostoffIce
5 3 0 0 4 0 6-11
Rexall
terfield Parker. Wear.
Clark. Neale:. T. Stubblefield, B.
Russell. •
Two Millers Friday
The lead switched three times
The fans were regaled with the
two closest games of the season -43n- in the Jones Drug-Vivadevelcle emone biU Friday night, each tilt broglio. Jones jumped off as if
being decided by a single run after it meant to make it five straight
by counting three in the first and
see-sawing back and forth.
A four:way tie for second was ens in the fourth. Vandy scored
had Saturday morning between three times in the third but Jones
Parker. Rexall. Postoffice. and added another to its lead with a
Vandevelde as the Malemen edged single marker in the fourth. Then
the Rexalls 12 to 11 and the the Plumbers put on their big
Plumbers gave the Jones ,teem its round that really iced the game,
first defeat of the season, 13 to 12 counting six times to ,Wre the
lead for the first time, 9 to 5.
in the final.
Jonesrallied for two in the fifth
The score was tied four times in
but This Plumbers =WW1 it.
Jones took The lead with a fiverun splurge in the, sixth but the
toiling Plumbers, who had droppecestero straigtre.-etter -two opening victories. just Auld not be
denied and •put over the tying
and winning markers in the last of
the sixth.
Jones opened
the
seventh with a single but the next
three betters forced out
Trotter for -Jones Drug and John
'Weatherly for Vandevelde each
stole home
while the opposing
players were standing ai_und leaving the pay-off station unguarded.
Weatherly's heads-up play proved
to be the winning run.
Jones Drug
3 0 1 1 2 5 0-12
Vandevelde
0 0 3 6 2 2 x-13
Terry, T. Bell; Knight, R. Yarbrough.

TWO GAMES DECIDED BY ONE
RUN IN MOST THRILLING TILTS
Thursday. May 31
Parker
Garage overcame
an
early lead to sink Model Cleanera 11 to 8 in the opener. Each
scored twice in the first round.
Model forged ahead with a pair in
the second but Use Greasers touched-Stewart for _live rues in the
--Wad ead-wessenever-heasied • The
habilgist.ein..e, Lauren=
lipkirge in the seventh but it was
too late
•,..,..
Model
2 2 0 0 0 0 4- 8
Parker*
. 2 0 5 2 2 0 x-11
Stewart, Holland; Smith, Calhottn.
The Bank of- Murray broke Into
AO win eciUmn by heating The
Ledger & Times before the Hews
Hawks scarcely knew the game
. was on. Ralph -Wear was. off form
and Yarbrough and M. Weate the
first two batters, touched him for
home runs.
Walks, errors • and
some more hiss followed in rapid
succession and the Bankers had
counted eight times when the
round was over.
e Wear settled down in the Lee-

After the Softball-Game
-Visit

CHEVROLET
LUNCH

for Refreshments of All Kinds
- PLATE LUNCH
SANDWICHES
BEER
SOFT DRINKS
CIGARS
TOBACCOS

Chevrolet Lunch
Price Lassiter

Lester Farmer

•

Ti

RONALD COLMAN and ELISSA LANDI IN "THE MASQUERADER,"
showing at the Capitol Theatre Monday and Tuesday.

chances in left field Friday night Bloomington. DL
J7c
of last week and got considerable
LOST-Match
box
full
of
fish
kidding from the fans for playteg
so deeply. Vernon said three home hooks and lines. Finder please
runs hit over his head in previous ileum to Jae F. Robertson, Murltp
games was the reason. Frank Al- ray Route 7.
bert suggested he could have seen MALE
HELP
WANTED-MEN
the game Setter had jse set on top
With Sedans or Coaches to deof the fence.
liver catalogs in your own town
late
in
July. Temporary
Jewell Hackett. outfielder: was
work. Must know rural routes.
released last week by Vandevelde Absolutely no selling. Send imand promptly signed
by
The
mediately your name, address.
Ledger & Times which needs some county. -phone number, age and
outfielders and
good
believes -occuPatiop to VON HOFFMAN
Jewel can help them.
DISTRIBUTING COMPANY. 109
South Ninth St, St. Louis. Mo.
The Bank of" Murray has added
CAR TO DETROIT-Leaving Satmore stTerrger than any other team
urday, June 9. Want passengers.
since the season started and will
See Herbert McCuiston. Kirksey,
be a factor to be reckoned with
or call Kirksey exchange.
ltp
the remainder of the season, is
the .predletion of this scribe
ICE CREAM SUPPER-Saturday
. .
••
•-•
'
night. June 9. two mike south of
Wiswell. Benefft South Howard
The Model Cleaners will make
Baseball Tearri.
its latent power
before much
ltp
longer.- That club doesn't belong
FOR
RENT-4-room
apartment
in the second division and isn't
with electric range and refrigera
going to stay there.
tor. Butterworth 'Apartment on
North 14th street near College.
Robert Jones is right smart up- See J. G. Glasgow.
tf
Second and third places are the set over the peesible less of his
popular nichet for ties. Four out- star,pitcher, Bill Terry, who has WILL MOW your lawn at a very
fits were tangled pp for the third been a big gun in the success of reasonable price; 'will give good
rung Saturday morning.
the east side druggists.'
• rates on summer contract. I as• • • • •
sure you of conscientious work.
•
Though fans who like to wit beSee Pat Wear or leave word
Attendance is rUnning above exwith Ralph Wear.
pectations and games like last hind the plate are disappointed
Friday nights will drew Use bags it's tnuch 'better to have that space
I
HAVE a good 9 yr, old brood
in ever increasing ,quantities. Ad'- *feared so fans can reach''the
ditienal bleachers will be up soon. bleachers between third and home. mare in foal, for sale or will
The bleachers formerly behirxi the trade for a nice saddle or har• _A. • • •
ness horse not over 9 yrs. old.
Three more lights will material- plate were moved dews' the first See me
or Max Hurt. Herbert
base
line.
ly aid the fielders who have
McCuistou. Kirksey.
ltp
already begun to, help the pitchers
It is believed that More in Id
cut- down the scores. We predict
y
that games-in which both teams errors were caused last Thu
Friday-try--the- gioufftt "betrig
together score less than 16 runs
will be frequent before June is wet down. Being dark tile dia
mond did not reflect near so much
gone.
LOUISVILLE. Ky., June 6•
light and consequently the ball Cattle, receipts. 250. including 134
•• • •
was
harder
to
see.
At
least
that's
direct.
Parker's Garage does not have
Demand for
slaughter
classes from local killers very
the services of its sterling pitcher. the alibi of The Ledger &
first
baseman.
Dr. Smith. on Friday evenings and
limited.
Market draggy. about
steady with 'Tuesday. Bulk cornRonald Churchill. first baseman
The
crowd footed lustily for
for the Greasers, hoped last week
that the farmert of catiewayde George Hart's Shylocks to win a
would get plenty cif rain on Friday game and they did with a vicious
8-run attack
the first inning
. tevening during -the summer so they Abet
routed The Ledger Sc Tithes
would be assured of good crops.
Nevis Hawks,

Shorts and Shots
in.
Sphere

tr

MEAT GIVES
ENERGY

k

- Energy and Bustle
WIN!
h takes strength, hustle and energy to win softball games and everyone knows that meat is the
chief source of, energy and drive.
And when you'get your meats from Murray
Meat Market yen; know__the,y ,are as, tender, fregh
and nourishing as can possibly be obtained.

George Hart and 'Theopholus
Dr. Covington had a terrible
WakirceB_Mt tteSen as the Intallt,night m the lsostaffice
game 'FM
persistent and, effective exhorters
day.' It was just one of those off
of their teams. T. has jockeyed
nights for Doe who has been playhis outfit into a tie for second
ing a- swell game and - tuningand. .sre pitcriet that. the Colonel
s streak.
will socei have his Shylocks out of
the cellar. -

.The only value- greater than two games for a
nickel is our meat values. )

•

*•••••"....,-

-Murray- Meat Mark
Incorporated
PHONE 12

WE

1

CIASSIIFI IEID
AILUERTISINgt

Vandevelde is..1,tate-only team that
has "blown up" and then won the
game. After coming from behind
DELIVER
to take the.lead the Plumbers blew
into the leading Jones team in a
•9 bad round Friday night, then came
FOR SALE-good oak lumber,
back to win the fray. John
See us for
-It Weatherly played one of the best "cut to order".
prices. Orders filled promptly.
games of the season at short in that
J. R. Scott & Sons, Murray, Ky.,
fracas.
Route I.
tf

You're "SAFE" When WE

John Herman 'Trotter. Jones, Is FOR SALE-extra nice Mammoth
the most agile and quickest think- Yellow home-grown Soy beans,
ing thtrd sacker In, the league in ale° few early linberlands. N. G.
this scribe's humble opinion.
Wall, Hazel, Route 3.
tfc

Do Your Car
Repairing!

• • • • •

NOTICE CAR OWNERS:-1.4 have installed a 4Wheel Brake Tester, the tartly one in town. The
filischine-that only the large cities have.

1

TEST YOUR BRAKES under actual road conditions. Approved by traffic cops everywhere.
Drive in for a FREE TEST of your brakes. Your
life and the lives of others depend on your brakes.
LIBERAL PRICES ON RELINING AND ADJUST- I
ING BRAKES
-ALL 'WORK DONE BY EXPERTS
•

C. T. Ruihing's Garage
South Side Court Square

,

______ 13%; other mixed colors us
ST. LOUIS
EAST ST. LOUIS, Ill., June 6- changed.
Dressed poultry steady. Chid
Hogs. receipts. 9,500; market active
and mostly 10c higher than Tues- ens, fresh 1341t0)28c; ether grade
Teams listed first Undir each day's average; tops 63.00; mostly unchanged
date play first game at 7:46. Sec- 190 to 260 lbs. $3 5043 00. 180 to
180 lbs., $3.100150, little done on
ond game starts at 8:45.
W• O. W.
Clip this schedule for handy pigs sows $2.50402.76, mostly $2.80
The Murray W: 0. W. lodge wt
•170.
reference.
have its meeting Friday nigh
June 7th
Cattle. receipts, 3.500; calves. June 8, at the W. 0. W. hall Stit
'Vandevelde vs. Model
1,300; market not established on per will be served &glee es.
Jones vs Resell
the light run of steers; a fewsmall meeting
All members are urge
Jane lith
WI'steady at $5.4806.18; mixed to attend as plans for annual -cede
Rexa.0 vs. Bank
yad/lings, heifers and cowstuffe bration will be explained.
• Perk
-aUss6•71 eadsa"--411611114 4414-indel" reinvested-4Ft 71,6"efeltiek:
Jane Ltd
*Wars $3.9011/5,75; all gn4iIIota;
Tones vs. Model
cows $2.2503.00; top $4.11k low
Postoffice vs. L. & T.
ARTIKILNT, Pp
cellar* 61.811.21.60: await hulls TagARLDIT
'bile Well
Jiuse 14th
he narrow demand early, top 22.86; estimost
C. dealit
Itraseb.
Remelt vs. Vandevelde
Tolle* 311c lower, top 24.50; some =
its
to ti
Bank vs. Jones
Order N
unsold; nelisdne1 range, slaughter
21/84. will 1
Jane 15th
steers $4.00478.76; slaughter bef- 1101 158
*posed
p.
Parker vs. Postoffice
it's $11.00t1
lime 21,
Model vs. L. & T.
ate., In
N. Y. PRODUCE
Jane 19th
be °balm
141EW YORK, June 6-Eggs. re- Ky.
of
build*
from
Vandevelde vs. Bank
ceipts 43,507, Irregular
Mhced se at
la
the
cretlon i
.Jones vs. Parker
colors special packs, or selections the assistaai greeter of Primer
Jane 21st
#..-,-. fresh receipts Iflearlleac; meat.Pablic worm amok W.
Postoffice vs. Model
nolds
DIruller
standards and commercial stand- l
eblle War Is'
ilIge ement.
Rexall vs L. & T.
arils 18)6181
/
4c; average cheeks weaark,
3144
Jane 22nd
Bank vs. Parker
Vandevelde vs. Postollice
Jane 26th
Jones vs. L. & T.
Resell vs. Model
Jane 28th
Jones vs. Postoffice
Model vs. Bank
-.-•
.1111110 211111
L. & T. vs. Vandevelde
Resell vs. Parker
July 3
Parker vs. Model
We're open after the game to serve
L. & T. vs. Bank
you your favorite fountain drink or
July 5th
Postoffice vs. Resell
delicacy.
VandeedIde vs. Jones
July Mb
GINGLES at Bat
Parker vs. L & T.
Postoffice vs. Bank
July letb
And if you want to know about softball, you will
Vandevelde vs. Model
Jones vs Rexall
find out at JONES' where the crowd gathered to
Jody 12th.
Rexall vs. Bank
discuss all that happened hist night and what's
Vandevelde vs Parker
July 13th
likely to happen the next game.
Jones vs. Model
Postoffice vs. L & T.

Softball Schedule
Remainder 1st Half

Ty Holland and Ted Sanford _will RELIABLE DEALER wanted to
be missing from the Model Clean- handle Rebelling Products in
ers line-up for the greater part of Callow:ay Cour-RT. Excellent -opthe summer as both will be work- portunity for the right man, selling on their Master's degrees at ing edirect to farmers. Earnings
$40 weekly not Unusual. Write
the Uniee,rsity of Kentucky.
for free catalogue.-G. C HEBER.
••e f •
,The Ledger )3e Times News LING COMPANY, Dept. 1033,
Has are huntint for talent and
will have a censideraber. altered
line-up- during the next few weeks.
COLLAR SORES
Can be healed without taking
Vernon Stubblefield
your stock from work.
took
Salve, that for almost a third
Is canary has be* successeully
avareamitig-tbe jaost obdu
hum= imees, is
ually deiceidetts_ist-sindlar disimM athainste.
Raw, open radar sena large as
the un
pa
blelle
ntWour head, heal in
F_OR, ALL .K.INDS SHOE
y abort Dnia
the colter In plain each day
•
REPAIRS
'Pry It Oa any
your stock
The best of leathers expert- may have-or wound
Pink Eye, infect
ly handled, giving you the Ions or sprains; it is sold und
an honest guarantee to give abbest in shoe work.
•
olute satisfaction or your m
cheerfully
refunded. 30c and
Ladies Heel Taps
• 10e at all dealers.
The Cross SatVe
00.,
Inc.,
Marlon,
Kentucky.
PrPPOSTTE LEDGER & :

DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP

'

TIMES

•___

Jones' Fountain

is Headquarters After the
Softball Games

mon to medium grassy steers and
heifers $3.75e 4.75. cutter grades
down to $3.00 and less. Very little included of value to sell above
$5.25. „Strictly good dryfed yearlings quotable around $6.00. Bulk
beef cows $2.25e 3.00.
Practical
top clryfeds $3.50. Sausage bulls
$3.75 down. Most light Hereford
stockers quotable $4.0044,80. best
kind eligible higher.
Calves, receipts 300.
Market
steady under strict sort. Bulk
$4.00 down, very
little eligible
above.
Hogs, receipts. 1.100. Market 10e
levier; 186 to 275 lbs. $3.60: 275
lbs. up $2.110; 160 to 185 lbs. $2.90;
146 to 160 lbs. 62.65; la) in 145.4
lbs, $1.75; 100 to 120 lbs. $1.45;
sows 31.35.
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Prescriptions
Two registered
pharmacists o n
duty at all times.
PUREST DRUGS,
UTMOST CABS-

At Your Service

WE THROW STRIKES
ONLY WHEN
REPAIRING

YOUR AUTOMOBILE
The islet that we are selected as official AAA'
garage in Murray indicates that we save been
checked and double-checked for our efficiency,
reasonable prices, trained men and modern equipment.
When you bring your car to PARKER'S you
KNOW thitt
kettibit the- Blt3T-attentivit
sible and that it.will perform -with PERFECTION
-when we have f4istfr1.

DOG SHEARING
Long haired antraars suffer much from summer
heat. Make the children's
pet more comfortable by
having him sheared.
The very latest electrical
shearing equipment.

-Do you -firiy insurance on
the strength of friendshipby the "glad hand method?"

There is no reason Why
your insurance agent should
not be your friend-and a
mighty good friend, but such
REASONABLE /CHARGES friendship should be fostered by sound business relaPhone 306 Office
tions, and not traded upon
Residence 3721 as
the sole excuse of getting
DR. H. H. BOGGESS your insurance.
AT AUTO SERVICE CO.

SATURDAY
Half pound Banquet Tea
large Lemons
4k5
6 lbs. Neiv Potatoes
15c
I ph. Late Seed Potatoes
2 lbs. Manhattan Cocoa
lIe
2-1b. box Oats
Ifr
Nice Fresh Tomatoes. lb.
10c
4c
Small can Toisialoes.„_.;
2-tb. jar Peanut Better .
2.5e
Small cans Pork and Beane
_ 4c
Oxydol-Ist 5e: second
lc
Dairy Maid Baking PowderFirst
Inc
Second
FREE
Royal Gellatin DessertSc
II lbs. tare Lard
'‘Bring your bucket)
Wlslie, Red or Red-eye-Tobacco
leans lb
'lc
Guaranteed Fleur
16-lbs. Pore Caue sugar
lIe
Eat& fancy Rice. lb.
Sc
11, bars Octagon Soap
The

ROBERT SWANN

The qualified agent has a
definite tangible commodity
to sell in the form of service.
It consists if his technical
knowledge and experience
applied to the problem of
keeping your business protected against loss--at the
lowest cost consistent with'
sound indemnity. It is upon
this basis that he gets and
holds clients.
The hand-shaking "insurance man" is passing.

FRAZEE, BERRY &
MELUGIN, Inc.
General -Insurance ind-•
BONDING
First Flont Gatlin Building
PHONE 331
"It does'make a difference
who writes your insurance"

Parker Bros. Garage
OFFICIAL AAA GARAGE
NIGHT, 210

PHONE 373
ANIB

•

OUR TEAM MAY MAKE
SOFTBALL ERRORS
But...
We DON'T Make Them in

Plumbing and Electrical Work
No matter what kind of a job it is in plumbing,
heating, electrical, sheet metal or tin work-large
or small-you can depend on the Vandevelde organization to do the best and most dependable job.
WE'RE ALWAYS GLAD TO GIVE ESTIMATES

R. H. VANDEVELDE & CO•
HARRY JENKINS, Manager
PHONES-Office 435; Residence 437
PLUMBING, WIRING and SHEET METAL
HEATING

11111111111114111118p1111111
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.55
•
ma••••Y.r.

:

-

,

!cond
mixed

her

colors

tut-

poultry Ille•dY Chick% Ellier28c; other grades

d.

Array W: 0. W. lodge will
meeting Friday night,
t the W. 0. W. hall
be served duripg he
All members are urged
as plans for annual cotewill be explained. Th
rvene4 at I1E--4I41OCk.
RV DEPARTMENT, PreDIAN
21ille Works
t C. Sealed
Met ta tbe
Ikeeemtive Orka Ile.
11 Csil
alfiea#
8ill
1"341
k
be,
telf, III
_ #
Rat
be 1=eg
Y41
I
ths terslissi oi
WIG
et FrameOgle Waits Drama W. E.
„ Assistsad Dtreetor of
sent. Public Work.
114c
1.

Fountain
the game to serve
fountain drink or

night and what's

Tonight's Games
7:45- Vandevelde vs Model Cleaners
8:45-Jones Drug vs Reran
Friday Night
7:45. Resell vs Bank of Murray
11.15--Vanglev.elast_Jra...rittkez finnage
The league lead will be at stake
tonight as the Resell team goes
to grips with the leading Jones
Drug squad in the second fracas
on the card. However, Vannevelde
has a chance to go into a three!ray tie for the lead should It CMtipat Model Cleaners and the Rexails trim the Jones Drug team.
If Jonas-man Vandevelde win the
Rexalls 'will drop to third. If
Jones loses tonight, Vandevelde and
Rexall both have a chance to take
the league leadership this week
by winning the two games for
which eacIL is scheduled tonight

and tomorrow night.
All this sounds very confusing
but.it's no more confusing than it
sounds. The standing lightened up
considerably last week as thaleading club lost and the tail-end
_ club

/NV STRIKES

Jones Drug
a

Rexail

Parker Garage'
Vandevelde
Postoffice
Ledger & Times
Model Cleaners
Bank of Murray

MING

10BILE
'
as official AAA

at we have been
efficiency,

nd modern equip_

PARKER'S

yOu

%I- attention -roe—

ith PERFECTION

won. The Bank of Murray
achieves a tie with Model for
seventh place. Only Jones Drug
in first and Ledger lk Times in

league.
3*.. was

: ERRORS

•••

Come out and see the games. Remember that
there's no greater entertainment value than two
games for the price of five cents.

lake Them in

'YE

ESTIMATES

)r& co.

lanager

sidence 437

HEET

METAL

two drug store teams seven for Mrs. Tamte, Kirkland, Mrs. Vera
the lead in their first meeting Turner, Mrs. Truclie Youngblood.
this season and the Model CleanMrs. Eunice Wilson. Mrs. Ethel
ers resume their efforts to get out Stone, Mrs. Coale
of the second division against Mayfield. Mrs ZetraMae Flint, of
McClain. of
the strong Vandevelde team, which Tri-City, Mrs. Gladys McNeely,
of
is playing good ball again...
Vealsbui-g. hira. Pearl Wilkinson;
Next Tuesday, ends .the first
. Browns Grove, Mrs. Reba Page,
swing around. Those games Will Mrs. Janie Clark, Browns Grove.
see each -club having played every Mrs. Era Duncan, Browns Grove,
other club in the league and that Mrs. Bettie Clark, Browns Grove.
will be the half-way mark of the Mrs. Bertha Kesterson, Mayfield.
first half or one-quarter of the en- Mrs.- Nell Lamb, Mayfield, Mr. and
tire season.
-Mrs. A. H. Clark, of Akron. Ohio.

superintendent of Mt. Hebron
Sunday School will go to Mt. Carmel and the Mt. Hebron speaker
will be supplied.
All congregations are asked to
take notice of these special services and are urged to give these
Laymen a good hearing. 'Please
keep in mind that these services
are all to be at the 11 o'clock
hour Sunday morning, June 10,
at each church on the circuit
W. M. \gingham Pastor
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Jones have
retarded to their -home in Gunngham, Kansas, after a few days
visit in the county With hia.brothersv Robert' and Johrtie Jones.
visited other friends and
relatives.
Little Miss Naomi Lee Whitriell
has the whooping cough.
for

Biliousness
Sour Stomach Gas and Headache

Hospital News

duo to

TRAVEL BY BUS!

Hyde Park
Suit
Underwear
Socks
Shirt
Tie
Shoes
Hat
Handkerchief

$25.00
.50
.g5
.50
4.00
2.50
.20
$34.45

This Entire
Outfit —
Till July 1

2

But ...

SUPERIOR CLEANERS
Expert Hatters

WE DO
in SOFT DRINKS!

PHONE 44

a vs
assiel".1111It

PETER HEPPNER
Tailor
Basement Ryan Building
Have your Altering, Repair
Work and Tailoring Done:
Right

If our $50,000 Chocolate were permitted to
play in the softball league it would be all over, for
it CERTAINLY WOULD WIN the Pennant in a
WALK!

There is No Substitute in Service or
Price for Electricity!

SAM L. JONES
Shoe Repairing

Come to the REXALL STORE after the game tn
celebrate your victory or console yourself if youf
team lost.

Southwest Corner *mays
Tile Rest of Leathern Expert Work

KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE
LIGHT & POWER CO.
•
MURRAY.

incorporated
* RENTAL

e.:-.asam+inmssiassiim

TONIGHT—Jones and Rexall play for .
--the league lead

B. F. BERRY
Dentist

Dale, Stubblefield & Co.

First National Bank Bldg.
KI

The Rexall Store

—PHONES-,Office 26
Res. 103

•
•

•

•
. •

'Wood.
•

▪

•

P. S.—And don't forget the nice lunches and soft
drinks being served by the Recreation Lunch Room
under the management of Robert Williams. .

The
Recreation
Hall
MOM -POOL,'GARNET JONES. Owners
West Main. Between 5th and 6th Sts.
IN RYAN BUILDING, FIRST FLOOR, NEXT
DOOR TO THE BAKERY

If you want a cheaper
suit you can get alrom
us, but the above outfit is the best and most
dependable merchandise, always at

OWEN &
HOUSTON
North Side Square
Murray, Ky.

annumunessnum

•

*ftmwwww4.1....

Enjoy the recreation of the clean game of pool;
physically and mentally stimulating and enjoyable,
in a nice, clean, cool' price. Rates- teasotblb-,--Orfect order always maintaihe,d, high-class equipment
and maintained, that way.

,
And, remember, that this great sport for the
fans and exercise for the players is being made
possible by adequate, dependable, low-cost electricity, the greatest servant man has.

r tin work—large
ie Vandevelde or-

it dependable job.

sixth held - undisputed sway over
those niches.
Tuesday nights games between
The Ledger & Times ajin Parker's
Garage and the Bank of Murray
Postoffice had to be postponed
on acocunt of the heavy rain which
soaked the field and will be
played off Monday night, June 11.
The three additional playing
lights will perhaps be ready for
use tonight. The poles and reflectors are here and up but shipment
of' the switches was delayed•Veene.
where enroute.
As reported above, a study of the
standing and the schedule for the
next few days Shows that anything
can happen to the standing, in less
than a week and some clubs which
ban been roosting near the tni)
may find themselves settled toward
the bottom while those who have
been -resting in the second division
may be scrapping for the league
leadership.
Attendance at the games is still
growing and since both of the last
games were decided by one-run
after see-sawing hack and„forth
and Tues‘ay's postponement has
left the fans without softball for
almost a week and A really recordbreaker throng is expected to be
on hand tonight to witness the

for

SOFTBALL
For—
HE ADQUARTERS

MAY MAKE.

in plumbing,

=

from

Skin Out

gp.spo.

RAGE
NIGHT, 210

It is

suggested that $5 be
charged for a franchise in this
igesillise As the teams should contribute something toward the
-sht installing the
lighting
equipment and maintaining the
grounds. This sum would be extremely reasonable as the franchises already been used paid $10
for three -games in two- weeks
while the new league would . play
two-thirds as often in that length
of time.
Persons interested in playing in
such a league and firms possibly
wanting franchises 'under such an
arrangement should see the Board
Waving triumphantly through the years, the Star Spangled Banner has been an inspiration to Americans of Control which "handlesall softImes its birthday on Jane 14, 1771. Below: A group of war veterans featuring
Old
In a patriotic ball affairs in Murray.
e. Above: U. S. Marbles are shown raising the Stars and Stripes at a tropical Glory
in the West
and displaying the National Flag and their regimental colors while on parade inoutpost
China.

. Little
League play will
open Suneray with actiqn in Paducah, Mayfield and Benton according to the schedule drafted Monday afternoon by B. B. Hook.
business manager. of the newly
formed baseball association.
•---- --day-'Metropolis' - will play_ the ,Benton, Ited --Eaa at
Benton. Murray will invade Paducah for a game with the Merchints and the Paducah Indians
will play at Mayfield.
The two Paducah teams,. one under the management of George
Block and Bill Fellers and the
other under Ralph Bishops lead=
ershlp, will alternate playing at
Hook Park, assuring a league game
in Paducah every Sunday.
T. Sledd will manage Murray's
team in the league.

C. RAY LINES

Garage

rical Work

Murray Has Team IMII$111111111111M11110111111
in Baseball League

Two conditions have led to the
suggestion. heard- ammararam-mi
the streets and around the Various
places where softball is talked,
that a league of four clubs be
formed to give a playing opportunity to men not now members
of a team in the '8-club league
and who wish to play the. game.
No games are now being played
Monday night and many fans have
said that it is a long time from
Friday night to Tuesday night each
week when the league plays. And
many men who haven't been signed to play with one Of the
clubs already organized would
like to play softball and scores of
them are capable players. The
new 4-team league would be a
proving ' ground for the It-'team
league. Players showing good work
in the smaller circuit would be
drafted to play in the larger

Won Lost
1
4
2
.3
3
2
3
2
3
2
2
1
4
1
4

TRICI

'WHEN

0

1.-10010. 100.400 ANL

The following patients were adConstipation
mitted to the Wm. Mason Hospital
during the past week:
Mrs. Edgar Culley, Paris; Offie
Harrison. Almo; Mrs. A.14: Alexander, Union City; Mrs. Lloyd
Allbritten, Murray; W. M. Kemp,
00
Buchanan; Mrs. J. W. Turnage,
'
C.
Elbridge, Tenn.; Mrs. Luana Pyle.
Clinton, Ky.: Mrs. Bailie Barnett,
Whitlock; Lloyd Cunningham.
Knight; Mrs. -.Chalmers Paschall,
Paris; Mrs. Howard Swyers, Mur254
ray; Charles L. Paschall, Puryear;
Mrs. Novice Rogers Honored
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Mrs. M. A. Barker, McKenzie;
With Shower
Regular services next Lord's Farris McIntosh. Lane. Tenn.
A few of Mrs. Novice Rogers' day, with Bible study beginning
The following patients were disfriends gathered at her home and at 9:45 A. M. followed by preach- missed from the Wm. Mason .-Kosentertained with a shower. Many ing at 11;00 o'clock. pital during the past w
autlfiTI • and u8eful gifts were In
he Elizabeth Underwood, Parabgence of -Warn tifient SolieduIe
vey W.
given the honoree.
Riggs, who is away in protracted year; James E.- Underwood, PurThe table was decorated with meetings, E. H. Smith will preach year; W M. Kemp, Buchanan; -USSES LEAVE MURRAY TOsummer roses and arranged by at 11 o'clock and C. P. Poole at Mrs. Haller Barnett, Whitlock; Paducah:8 A. M., 11 A. M. 5 P. M.
Mrs.- Ina Mae Webb and Mrs. 7:45 P. M. The young people Mrs. Ethel Traylor, Paris; Lloyd
Hopkinsville: 7:45 A. IC 2 P. M.
Nell Lamb of Mayfield.
will meet for Bible study at 7 Cunningham. Knight; Mrs. J. W.
7:30 P. M.
MAKES YOURRefreshme_nts of strawberries, P. siL., jrvin Lee will lead in this Turnage. Ethridge; Mrs. C. B.
Dawson Springs: 7:45 A. 118.; 2 P. M.
cake and pickets were served.
study, .and all -young people are Shackelford, Buchanan_
htaytteid: A.-161, II A2-1114-5 P. M.
Those present were:
urged to attend. Prayer meeting
NIGHT
Mrs. Clare-II-MIMI-gen. Mrs. Tobe Wednesday evening at 7:45 o'clock.
Paris: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M.
ILIRESEY CIRCUIT
Turner, Mrs Perkins Adams, Mrs. The church extends a cordial inMedy Christenberry, Mrs. Elsie vitation to all to attencl'all Ser- • Layman's Day will be observed ALL BUSSES CROSS COLLEGE
CAMPUS
Ward. Mrs. Lizzie Brinell, Mrs. vices and a hearty welcome 'awaits in all the churches Sunday mornSOFTBALL
ing. Speakers have been secured
Ina Mae Webb, Mrs. Louise Finnie. you.
for each church at the 11 o'clock COIIIIOCtiOns to St. LOWS, Chicago.,
hour. M..0. Wrather, superintendDetroit, and Everywhere.
POSSIBLE
ent of eounty schools, will speak
at.. Coldistittee,
- we /lave -tur-aste
blimber of first edition copies of
at SIXTH and
Dii+e Booker, of the Hardin
MAIN
Bank, will speak at Coles Camp
GEORGE GATLIN'S
Without electricity--and moderate rates, night
Ground.
T.
A.
Sanford,
principal
A. Y. Covington, M.D.
of Murray High school, will be the
softball in Murray or anywhere else would be imOffices in
speaker at Kirkse
"SOME
MUST
WANDER
"
-sibic,
Icy
t" First PlitttahirrEsdk Mt.— A wonderful book by a Murray-born and *eared man who has
West Main Street
Telephones, Office 176;
made his mark in the Literary World.
Not only would any other means of lighting
Res. National- Hotel
THE REAL
be entirely inadequate to light the field so the
DALE,STUBBLEFIELD & CO.
pkyora and fans could see every_play, but any
Si-11: Henderson
PIANO TUNING. AND
other form would be too expensive to be conREPAIRING
sidered,
25 Years Experience
Free Estimates, Work Guaranteed
Phone 46—At Johnson Music Co.
The Kentucky-Tennessee Light and Power
31UltRAY, KENTUCKY
We Don't Lead in
Company, to do its part in a community enterprise,
Clean, Orderly, Cool
has made a LOW RATE on the lights for softball.
Softball
DRY CLEANING Seven high-powered lights are being operated each
Official Score Kept Daily—See It
"We
Do Its Little Better"
double-header for a small charge.

Two registered
pharmacists o n
duty at all times.
PUREST DRUGS,
UTMOST CAKE

.r our

An..a.

A

Would Play Monday Nights; $6
Suggested as Franchise
Price.

STANDING OF THE CLUBS

P. S.—Our Cleaning work is NOT to be compared
to our Softball play.
Prescriptions

•pp..• AP•p•

OLD GLORY MARCHES TO NEW MILESTONE;
PROUD SYMBOL OF NATION FOR 1St YEARS

Dry Cleaning is the most economical investment
in good appearance, and alien you send your garments to MODEL you get the very best cleaning
and the utmost service that money can buy.

rowd gathered to

-am& -0wwpam•

Softball Leagtie at Stake Tonite as Rexalls Meet Jones Drug
MANY CHANGES CAN BE MADE
4-TEAM SOFTBALL
IN STANDING IN WEEK'S PLAY
LEAGUE PROPOSED
cLoTHED

A part of The added service which ras get
ODEL CLEANERS without any eaWis shame
the INSURANCE of your garments againi hos sr
fire or theft from the time we receive Ream twat
they are returned to you.

softball, you will
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Your Garments
INSURED
No Extra Charge

ens After the
1 Games
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ammisumsnmassimismar
milimatl.eses-xlemelleeste-maimmanr. maim zzrifri
-Menet les
kits.
IFBrifonre'ends* Wash-Ater 'MC?: wherehe hr ttraiergo- and preeminent of the K. E. A
J. B. Hay. Irvine. Ky.. visited Ington. D. C.. and Midshi
Napilia
gasoline
is
better,
safer
pman ins treatmerit.. Mr. Morris left
Maytag Waskihg amelainel. Set far gleaning satreese
Mr,.and Mrs. Ed Filbeck and ret. _Robert s. Jaskol&
Annapolis,- List -Friday going by way of Chi- es or
Nattiest Parker for prices Purchase, Oil Co.
atives here this week.
Md. They are in New York City cago where he was
joined by his and terms. Sexton Brothers,
Mr. and Mrs. Stum Wells, of
Dr. and Mrs. N.. II, Atkins and for ttie 'week end and have esen son, Pat G. Morris.
Mrs. M. C. Guerin and baby, *Omaha, Nebraska. are the
If 3ou have isitors of %thou' daughter. Lillie, and son. Ernest:- "Ilse sights" there and also a largeparents
Mr. and Mrs. I. T. Scoggin and Hamlin, returned Friday after
our are tug ashamed, please . returned . Tuesday evening from fleet of U. S "Peace Ships" on
a of a baby daughter born Sunday
family left Sunday for Conway. ten days visit with Mrs
Guerin'
Hudson.
_the
s afternoon. Both are -graduates of
Dresden. Tenn.. where they spent
- They have seen many
sport thetti f..r I h is c.Awn n.
S. C., where they will sperici the sister and family in
Sturdivant, Murray .,State College. Mrs. Wells
points of interest in eight states.
a teie days visiting relatives.
summer at their home. Mr: Secs- Missouri,
was Miss Jaunita Roberts. ColumEsq. and Mrs. C. B. Fulton left and much that is unusual and his- gin was tobacco auctioneer
Charles Grogan.. George Wilon the
Visitors at the Mason Hospital bus, Ky.. before her marriage. Mr.
-4iams. Maurice Crass. -Hue' Stroud: Wednesday to visit their son. Will torical. They expect to be home Murray floor the past season
and
last Sunday were. Dr. Bob Over- Wells is practicing law with an
B.- Bailey. Jr.. and Max B. Hurt L. Fulton. and family in Owens- by the week end.
will likely return to Murray or
by of Paducah, Dr. H. T. Collier, Omaha firth.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Morris. this vicipity nexLsepae_.
are camping on a ferry boat en boro for a week, Mrs. Will Ful.
of McKenzie, Tenn., Mr. J. C.
Mr. arid Mrs. W. P. Roberti and
the Tennessee - river this week. tOn suffered a bictken arm in an Hardin, Route Two. are the parents
Mrs..Smiths. Mrs. George Hoew- Rainey, banker of Cottage
Grove, family, Paducah, have moved to the
accident last
-The fishermen are spending Most automobile
week of a boy born at the home Sun- ischer. and Mrs.
Ida
Strader,
all
Tenn.,
of
•
Griffin place on West Olive street.
The infant
of the time up the river in Ten- when her car overturned after day.
was named Paducah, visited
Mrs. Jennie KirkFRIDAY and SATURDAY
Joseph Sr.
Miss Gillis Wear visited her Mr. Roberts is mail clerk on the
nessee.
They were s visited . at colliding with another motor.
land and Mrs. Leland Owen Tuessister, Mrs. Raymond Pearson. and N. C. & St. L. railway.
"ramp by Zelner Carter. Ray MadRandolph
Freda Smith was able to return day afternoon. Miss Tommie
Tucker will
leave
TailMWT HIM TIMM NE
Kirk- Mr. Pearson. in Nashvil
dux and ,,theis.
le_.a _few
dirt_tur.,litckisin. Tenn.. Where to ber home ,ori, Fifth stritel_lial.,, lead .was..
I._couPh7LiAlatiMet
%Aland. UlnasolL._ Teitas,
dear_ -friend of
last
Week.
—
visited Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Outland.
-• Ben Hood has received p Demi- he will attend a meeting of the lowing a recent operation at the Mrs. • Hoewischer. having Allayed
in
mutt
eys‘Roustrin
agueli1 -Union71741-7!"1tatt with
- Mina -Stubhlefield left last and.-othormsslatives-M-411*-the -110ewrsther heree for six years
p at
Thursday for a week's visit with last week. Mr. Outland returne
Mrs_ Inez B Sale. of Minneap- while teaching in ?educe&
Columbus. Ky., and left this week versity. _Randolph will . visit with
d
her daughter, Mrs. Fred Hafer, and Saturday. He is a former
sokiTiff
to take up his duties. Mrs. Hood his mother. Mrs. F. A. Tucker, olis, Minn.. and Mrs. Katherine
p41.
resident
Mrs. Jewett Myte was discharged
family, in Dane:Wine, Ky.
batistes, ' Pocahontas. Ark., are
- and daughter. Barbara Ann. will and Brother: Bruce.
of
the
county, going to Texas- treat
from the Clinic-Hospital Friday
ona
Maxine Hudson. daughter of visiting in the home of Mrs Maye where
leave jn a few days to jeers him
Miss Pattie Barnett returned to the Cherry community about 34
she has been recovering
years ago.
home-in
Paduca
h
Naptba gaseline far home clean,. Raymond Hudson. -of near But- Marshall and Mrs. hfyrtis Walker. from an operation.
'Friday
mornA marriage license was issued
tag at the Jackson Purchase Oil hanan. Tenn.. had her tonsils reMrs, Jesse Stevenson, of PaintersMrs. T. R. Jones attended the ing after visiting Mr. and Mrs. I.
moved at the Keys-Houston Hos- Monday to George Duboise and funeral,
27_J:
Co.
services for Kennedy Hil- L. Barnett and Mr. and Mrs. Alton ville, Tenn., underwent a major
Novella Elkins
pital Monday. Barnett
operation tit' the Keys-Houston
liard in Clinton last Friday.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Use Naptha gasoline for home
.- The genuine Brinley Bastin
Herbert Skinner. 'son of Mr. and Hospital today.
Misses Pauline and Mary Helen
Swyers, of Murray, a six and onepiews and extra blades. Sexton cleaning. It is safer, better. Jack- Hilliard
half pound baby girl, christened
, of Clinton, were guests Mrs. Dick Skinner, is confined at
Mrs. Forrest Horton, Paducah,
son Purchase Oil Co.
Brothers.
,/
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. T. R. the home in Northwest Murray spent the week-en
Donna -Jean- on June 5. Both
d with her parMr. and Mrs. Newman Grogan. Jones
FL E Wall. K. C. Frazee. John
Tuesday of this week. Miss with typhoid fever.
mother and baby are getting along
ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Dulaney.
Waddy Wear and Clifford Melugin Murray Route Three, are the par- Pauline
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Jones and
Hilliard is a former stuMrs. E. T. Dunnaway returned to A musical showing and mysspent several days the first of the ents of a boy horn at the home dent
of -Murray State College, and on. Joe Buddie. have returned her home. in Amarill
Dan Banks and Robert Banks week fishing in Middle Tenness
o, Texas Satuitery story combined!
ee. last Wednesday.
to
their
will
home
leave.
in
Thursday for Durham,
Detroit after visit- day following a several
'left Sunday for a travelling trip
WART C•111.161.6
daye visit
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Snow, MurMrs. Jack Beale. Miss Lula Claying
their
N.
C.. where she will enter Duke
parents. Mr: and Mrs. with relative
sus Tarn
through New York State
s
in Murray and the
ton Seale. Mrs. Wallace McEtrath. ray Route Three, are the parents Universi
MOLLS
STAMM
Mike
Farmer and H. L. Jones. of county.
ty,
.
Mr and Mrs. A. J. Glenn have and Miss-Alice Pool
Mrs. trunneway is related
1.666
are making of a bay born at the home MonUse Neville cleaning gasoline for. near Lynn Grove.
.znoved to the N. G. Coy home on a 10 days tour
-to-a large number of people in the
of the East- They day- The infant was -named John home cleaning.
Mrs. Hugh Farris is an operaJackson Purchase
county. Mrs. W. S. Tolley and Mrs.
Milburn.
tive patient at the Keys-Houston
Oil Co.
Walter Crisp are sisters. Her visit
Montebeth Riggs and Charles
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Kemp left Hospital.
was the first hese in 25 years.
Martin Riggs of Paducah are
Saturday for their home in Akron. For sale, one second hand wheat
Mrs. Boyd Gilbert has spent
spending this week with Betty and
after visiting their parents, .Mr. thresher
good condition. Sexton several
days recently in Paducah
Bill',.POgue.
•
and Mrs. J. C. Kemp and- $07.1iiiii Brothers. •
attending the bedside of. her mothMiss Annie Lee Farley visited
Miss---Bppie-1Ptteak, viho is atMrs. E. C Sherman-er, Mrs. Ellen
of the construction
her 'mother.- -Mrk-Flirnar Farley, at
Drinkard.
S
Mrs.
eye
"Ccivakoch"
7,
0
Miss Mary -Pullen has, gone to tending the home economics de- Drinkar
d was severely injured
Hazelwood Sanitarium in Louiswith'respect to the rest of the hupartmen
-T_OO
t of Freed-Hardeman Col- several
Owensboro. Ky., where she will
ITHER
days ago dear Nashville
ville Iasi week end.
man organism—
spend the summer with her sister, lege. Henderson. Tenn.. spent the
when she was pulled from an auto--Mrs. Jimmy Moore, college stuweek end at home and returned
Mrs. Pyle Broyn.•
mobile onto the highway when
dent, underwent a .tonsil operaProper examination and the production of the
Mrs. Woodroe Kemp and baby for the summer term.
W%6
she opened the door.
tiGei at the Clinic-Hospital this daugpte returne
necessary lenses to insure correct, comfor
Elder
Chas_
H.
r
Wilson,
to
d
their
Baptist
home
table
Mrs. W. W McEtratje Mrs. Minweek
vision Constitutes our eye glasses service
near Buchanan. Tenn., Sunday minister, is operating a Bible shop.
.
nie Beale and Mist' Ltda Clayton
A._marriage_ licenne......was issued from-th
luettng Bibles. Testaments, tracts.
e Keys.Hijoritee,Aoigitli.
Beale are
visiting relatives in.
Ms4.,-Emassiay to-Wsiter-WRINims. ,Cortho
n Pullen has gone to nd other religious books at his Washington,
D. C. and Indian30. and -Mehra Cook. 24. The bride Ovreneb
home
on
North
Oro where he will visit his
Sixth street.
apolis.
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Beale
Outland returned home
sister. Mrs. Pyle Brown, for two
Mrs. George Hart is recovering
run
Ambrus Cook, and the brideSaturday aftet spending several
weeks.
from a recent illness.
groom is the-son of Mr and Mrs.
out
with
Mrs Willie 'Graham left the lat- weeks in Detroit.
anothe
r
The small son of Mrs. Hugh
L B. Williams. The couple were
4e.
Mrs. Ocus Allbritten. af Hazel,
ter part of the week for a three
Watson of Higdonsville. Mo., was
man's
married by Judge E. P. Phillips.
wife
.
.
.
weeks visit with her parents in Ft. is doing nicely at the Clinic-Hos- a
patient at the Clinic-Hospital
A marriage license was issued
pital where she underwent an
Myers. Florida.
Tuesday for treatment of a badly
last Thursday to N. T. Hurley and
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Utterback and operation Tuesday.
cut foot. Several stitches were
Lillie Donnell. The bride is of
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Porter and
son left Sunday for a three..weeks
necessary. Mrs. Watson is a guest
Oakland, Tenn.. _and the bridevisit with Mrs. Utterback's rela- little _son, C. B. Jr., Memphis. spent of
Mr. and Mrs. Nevil Williams
groom is of Pitts Landing. Tenn. tives in Aurora. Ill. They will also the week end with Mrs Porter's of
the East side.
Sling weed cutters, Paris green.
parents,
visit relatives in Missouri.
Mr and Mrs. 0. J. JenArt and Charley, Jr., Hatcher.
arsenate of lead.. Dutox. bean beetle
the high cost
Mr. and Mrs. D. Y. Dunn, Lex- nings. Master C. B. Jr.. remained Detroit,
are spending a few days
dust, sprays. slat lime, lawn mowington. spent Friday to Sunday for a several weeks visit.
vacation here with their parents,
of jumping the
ers, McCormick Deering binder
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Graham,
with Mr. Dunn's parents, Mr.„end
Mr and Mrs. Charley Hatcher.'
twine is the best. Sexton Brae.
Mrs. J. C. Dunn at Dexter. They Princeton. spent the, week-end in
traces!
Sept. W. J. Caplinger is spendMrs. Lloyd Allbritten of Murattended'the 'eornmencement exer- the city and-county - with relatives
ing a few days at Entwitifi Springs.
ray was admitted to the MasOn
cises at Western State College, of and friends. Mr. -Graham is the
Miss Bernadine Slaton,' of HopHospital this week for surgery.
which they. are graduates, last muceesSful county agent of Caldkinsville, was the guest of Miss
M. T. Morris is expected to re- Thursda
y. Mr. Dunn is supeTin- well county.
Elizabeth Randolph several days
turn this week end from R•
,
hes- tendent of Fayette County se/hoots
Vernon Stubblefield, Sr.. visited
last week and attended the funeral
his sister. Mrs. R. M. Walker. in
rites of Miss Tommie Kirkland.
Memphis, a few days the first of
Gordon Leach, of Camp Murray,
the week.
was a patient at the Keys-HousGeorge King is an operative
ton Hospital Tuesday for treatpatient at the Clinic-Hospital this
ment of a laceration of his hand.
week.
Mrs. Will Johnson, Mrs. Detety
tlie open air and sunshine
Mr. and Mrs'.
A:. Sanford. and Smith, isnd Miss Mayrell
e Johnsnn
Cisah Ty-noliana will leave Satis a sure health builder. Let
are visiting ,Mr. and Mrs. Terrell
urday for Lexington to attend the
Johnson in St. Louis this' week.
them have hour after hour
summer session of the University
Mrs. Lola B. Bryan and George
outside.
of Kentucky. Mr. Sanford will
Blanks, of 'Washington, a C., refinish his work on his master's decently visited Mr. and Mrs. B. F.
gree. Mr. Holland will take the
They're playing hard, howSchroeder and family.
special training in basketball under
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Berry and
ever, and need
the
most
Coach Rupp and the football school
son, of Marion, visited relatives in
under Coach Chet Wynn.
nourishing foods to rebuild
Murray recently.
Galen Lamb, who issui been
their play-worn bodies.
--SU 0. -Wrather attended a meetteaching in 'Eastern
Kentucky, ing in Frankfort Wednesday of the
spent Sunday Isere with hliebrot
h- state board' of vocational educaNever
a loaf of bread," but ask for
er. Gus Lamb.
tion.
Aunt Betty's. 11 is rich
butter ... milk .:. the
Mr. and Mrs. Hall Hood have
Don't forget tliat we have the
best of wheats.
been spending several days at the genuine
Brinley Rastas Flows and
World Fair, in Chicago.
repairs. Sexton Brothecs.
What a situation! A man hires a
Master Wells Thomas and John
Mr. and Mrs. Will Frazee, of masquerader who looks
and acts
Daniel Lovett spent the first of
Little Rock. Ark, spent a few and talks
like him to pulite for
the week in Benton with their
clays with relatives here the first
him
even at home! But whew
grandparents, Attorney and Mrs. of
the week. They were en route
he- trier terilunide far Men with
John a -Lovett.
to Chicago to attend the World's
Visitors at .the Mason Hospital Fair.
-Mrs, Karl. Frazee and Mrs. mistress, then?
4
over 111F-iTzWInti. wawa
-sigelterr-verrtMeat'
gene _Ward- of Lafayette. Ind., and
Tom Williams hag* been ill at
Hari,
- Ward, of Battle Creek. Mich, his home
on Olive street.
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

LAST SHOWING TONITE!

K

5 LATE SONG HITS!

11111111111111•111MIII

COMPLETE OPTICAL

sERvicg

In

SUNDAY ONLY

Painstaking effort based uoon scientific knowledge
of the
and its....makrtive functions

inn"

DR.0. C. WELLS
Optometrist
Purdom Building

LAUGH

JUST RECEIVED!
Our Largest Shipment of

NEW SUMMER DRESSES

Davis Dresi Shoppe
HOSE

HATS

- - Wanderfnfivatues

Fo—avery
PLAYING OUT
69c
-Occasion
in
SEPIVIENT _OF SHOES --

Seamless pumps, dress sandals, sport oxfords and Florida gunnies.

NOMMINNIMMENEMEMENIIIV
AMMEIMMENIMMENNOMMINEL
MONDAY and TUESDAY
His own wife couldn't telt
tell them apart! Why?

WEEK-END SPECIALS
in

WASH DRESSES

98c DRESSES at

$1.98 DRESSES at

$2.9a DRESSES at

_

$3.98 DRESSES at

call for "

89c
$1.69
n749

A Real Food for Growing Children

PARKER BROS. _BAKERY
AUNT BETTY'S BREAD
±Tkut.„Entandatioiwol Good

$3.49

NOTICE

•

All

Dog

RONALD
COLMAN

AURORA DAM! -WOW.
GET SET!!

Owners

"THE
SUMMER
MASQUERADER"
DRESSES vmsimmisommimipamir

AUCTION SALE TUESDAY,JUNE 12
2:00 P. M.

_—

it is not a mere

in

gesture that the Sheriff's office
warns dog owners that,they MUST
SECURE DOG_
LICENSE AT ONCE and keep dogs
either confined
or muzzled until the present hydrop
hobia spread
15 under control.

Lace and embroidered patterns
. . . printed chiffons and crepes in
pastel shades.

BUSINESS FURNITURE
Fix Up Your Store

$3.95 to $7.95 _

Big assortment fine Show Cases, 5, 8, 10 and
12
feet; beautiful Wall Cases, fine Wall Mirrors;
Electric Cash Registers Roll Top Desks; Flat
Top
Desks,

Definite instructions from the state
tax officials
through Mr. E. Smith, here last
week, are that
sheriffs must collect and turn in a
sufficient tax and
revenue from dogs. WE INTE
ND TO ENFORCE
THIS

RULING!

WANT CAN BE
FOUND IN THIS GROUP

'JUST THE DRESS YOU WILL

SANDWICH SHOP OR BARBECUE FIXTURES
and lots of other things.

In

accordance with the decree
of the
State
Board of Health and the'Calloway
County Board
of Health, all dogs must be kept
up or muzzled.
We are
to carry out this measure to protec
t
the health and well-being of the
citizens of this

Must be sold to satisfy judgment of Vernon Stubblefield, SF., against Joe T. Parker.

forced

Fixtar can be inspected in Stubblefield Buildi g, 309 Main Street.

county.

_ Wisasis•-you-grocieosty-to--cOmpty with-These

mends and if not to expect us to enforc
e them.
(SIGNED)

CARL B. KINGINS
SHERIFF CALLOWAY COUNTY

WALLACE BEERY
GEORGE RAFT
JACKIE COOPER
FAY WRAY

red, brown, navy__ blue, eggshell and
Plintid—v-OlTes—OTTalest summe
r patterns.
ALL FAST COLORS
—SHOP WITH

AUCTION SALE!
TUESDAY, JUNE 12
P. M.

WHAT A SHOW!
WHAT A CAST!

Linens in
Atitfte'.

/IP

ASK JOE T. PARKER TO
SHOW YOU

-

Summer Materials

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

PERT KELTON
—in

THE

Murray Mercantile Co.
Now Robert T. Nichols

°

BOWERY
"

Coming Friday and Saturday, June t5-16
"GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS"
a.

'
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/ TO; DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

LESLIE DICK IS
ROBBED OF-$181 shai

hefr:Awas
re
that
vinghurthe
at nn
tih
ee
been observing
staging
The money taken was
alle_firra-Dick-atated,-aneet of
which came from the sales of the
day while some of it was from
Saturdae's business.
•-•-e- - --- • -- -.-- -- ---- •
Th,e_men_werisdaserlbed, as being
-the-law-handling
the gun was noticeably slim Dick
stated. Their car carried what was
thought .to be an Illinois license
but it was turned horizontal so
that it couldn't be read easay. Ofhere notified surrounding
towns
taltno
„..
clews have been
foupd.

11111.11111111116.
and SATURDAY
WANT HIM THINGS NI
11$1:DP47LAMISPINIISHOGippe:_.
IL

\AMR

(9:116
0
4/
4

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newsfiaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, June 7, 1934.

LAY SERMONS TO
BE

MIMS.

a year in Catlewaye
$1•nn
`"`" Marshall, Graves,1$4as
,:t and Stewart

$1.50 sr yearCounties.
elsewhere ia
State of
$2.00 a year toKentucky.
any address
other Than above.

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CAL,LOWAY COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

Christian Churches Here's How You'd Borrow Motpey
Will Meet Frida

PREACHING AT K1RKSEY

Volume CII; No. 23
Eunice JeffreS.,
oses tPotatoes

.N. Witsuri Is to preach
at Kirksey Baptist church next
the decision of the corporation, but Saturday night and Sunday at
Eunice Jeffrey, of just East of
affttiats- - have- -indicated stanlara eleven- and.. then -again. at three,
- TolirTa-00itto fftifttirSift;-.—
a:clock.
terms -asebahly would be interear
urday night: Thieves pulled u15
at 5 per cent with one per cent adEverybody in reach invited to the potatoes with the exception of
ded for the insurance fund from attend these services. This church 48 hills of the smaller plants.
Mr.
which losses, would be made good. hopes to repair hqr building and Jeffrey estimated that he
had about
The time of She loon probably hola regular services in the future. 20 bushels in the field.
The field
would not exeeed five years. with
was located within 70 yards of the
an "installment" feature added to
A Pbwell 'county farmer is home and Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey and
permit John Smith to pay off his specializing in producing yellows family were at home at
the time.
$Z000 loan in monthly payments of resistant cabbage plants and wilt No clues have been found.
about $40 for the first year, and resistant Wine-toes for commercial
less as the principal was paid off. purposes.
The 'wise person is one who
The government would insure
trains himself to do more than
this type of loans made up to
Let us hope that full semi there one thing well, thus providing adJanuary 1, 1936.
will be nothing blue but 'the eagle. ditional outlets for his abilities.

The annual convention of the
Washington — John Srhith wants
Christian churches of seven Weil....Highwayatatt .Tikass Casa Sunday
two. additional- • reams- is
AMMO Leyntra4 Day -- Will Be ern counties -will lea-belt' at -the lo„
'rum- kailes at Peggy Ann
aa house st-ta.laata-cost- of $2,800.
Obserrial in Parts District
'Murrell Elburavard- Chaistiati alum
&axial Ewalt. .
next Friday. lasting throughout the bePaul
E Chinches.- n5,000
Jon
. es has his eye on a sub"Lday. The Rev. Minor W. Bottom urban lot where he would like to
., Leslie Dick, manager.. the VelThe Paris District Committee on is pastor of the host church.
huild his own house at cost of may
vet Ice Cream Co., was -held up
Lay activities in cooperation with
Counties lo participate - In the
and robbed Of $181.18. estitect,
the pastors and presiding eIder has convention will be ...Ballard, CaboOectrge Brown has in mind an
Sunday _afternoon about 7 o'clock
aide - the following assignment of way. Carfftle,' Graves. Hickman, rid-fashioned residence
that -would
on the Bentan Highway near the
speakers in this county for Lay- Marshall. and McCracken.
Officers (r,st $20.000 to modernize.
Almo road. Dick, who was reman's Day. Sunday, June 10.
of the. district church group are • John Smith, Paul Jones and Geo.
turning from Peggy Ann where he
Assignment of speakers for Lay- K B. Motley, Murray. president; Brown
nitist borow money to caary
sold cream at an old harmony
man's
day
program
Sunday, Bev. Bottom, vice presicleat; Mrs. ,Jut of their, plans
and because
singing, was forced to the side of CITY COUNCIL HAS
June 10. Subject for the day, F. C. Burnett, Mayfield. secretary. Ionders
are very cautious, they are
the road by two men in a late
SHORT MlEila-kRIDAY "Laymen and Evangelism."
and C. E. Martin, Mayfield, music ,narking time until "Money
loosens
Model Chevrolet tudor. The men
Abno Circuit, J. E Wilford, pas- director.
D' and meanwhile the carpenters,
sped away toward Murray in front
The Murray City council held'
r: Bethel, C. C. Duke and C. M.
, The convention will open at 9:45 r'lumbers, bath tub manufacturers
of Dick. - Porter Huie was riding short session last Friday night after
real estate men with whom
with Dick but they never searched their expected program failed to Hood, 11 A. M.; Brooks Chapel. o'clock and close at .8:45 o'clock
Keith -Vepable, 11 A. M.; Independ- fodowing a bancplet
him.
that will be Ihey do business may be lacking
develope. The only business at- ence,
Garland Hunter, 3 P. M.; served at 6:15. The, theme of the
ork
Due to the fact that Huie was tended to was the allowing of
Russell's Chapet-C, A. Hale, 11 A. convention will be "The Ideal
If He's 'Good Risk'
never searched, Dick stated that
'
M.; Temple Hill. J. II Sexton, 11 Church."
John aMith. has nothing but his-1---The. A s
Acaustment
A. M
personal note to offer. Paul Jones Administration record books are
now
available to farmers signing
would have to borrow $20.000 and
Hazel Circuit, W. A. Baker: Pal'hat would mean putting a first and contracts to reduce production:
ter: Hazel, Dr. Chas. Hire, 11 A.
M.; Mason's Chapel, E. P. Phil-'
We. wish to publicly thank all second mortgage on his new prop- These books may be obtained at
lips, 3 P. M.; South Pleasant Grove, our .
litenas and neighbors who ( ay and at the presenf time second the- county agent's office,' or front
any agricultural teach_qr in the
Prof. Leslie Putnam (June 31
iis artgage-money--ie seer-ea
=
.
ingti
lovt tnieg iida
cknw
ughtss
ms
anditathan
w
tfi IlrowriLols In about the same Ilk. county-.
,-...A.
-ft is into this situation that, the
The purpose of the AAA record
.....- Hardin., Circuit, C. A., Coleman. our
pastor: Dexter, - Keys Futrell. 11 mother, Mrs. John B. K
Espec- .deral government, if congress ac- book is to assist farmers in estabA. M.: Hardin, A. B. Austin, 11 A. ially do we extend thanks
Dr. (opts the housing and mortgage in- lishing .peoof of compliance with
airance seherne proposed by ,Presi- provisions of'adjustment contracts,
M.; Olive. L. A. Langston,11 A. M.; Will Mason and Dr. Smith
nt Roosevelt, would step.
to provide information for any
Palestine,. Clay Copeland, 11 A. their assistants onurses), also to Dr.
is .hbvtlibis scheme would future coatracts, to help develop
Pa..;- Union Ridge. John Overby. Oakley for all their efforts to help
John Smithr.
"
alleviate her suffering. We thank work f
fleng-tarte farming programs -and
11 A. M. •
He wota
to his bank. -trust-Ito-assist farmers in analyzing their
Kirksey. Circuit vt. -St -Vatighri, you all again for the beautiful
pastor: Coldwater, M. 0. Wrather. floral tributes before and after company, persoiiaI,nance company business for profit.
11 A. M.; Cole's Camp Ground. death and the kind words of sent-, mortgage company. ne other ArianDave Booker, 11 A. id,; Kirksey, merit spoken to us, and to Rev. "al agency to borrow the $2,000 on
T. A.'-*Sianford-,-11-.A. M.; Mt. Car- Carroll Hubbard for his tribute to '• is note. He might need onl.',...$200,
mel, C. J. Thomas, 11 A. M.; Mt. our loved one and to us in our hut $2,000 would be the most -be.
Hebron, Joe T. 'Lovett, 11 A. M. saddest moments. Dear friends, (bold borrow.
The bank or finance company
To make a good meal taste better, serve GoldbloOm
inaisral services for Mrs. MargMurray Station, 0. A. Marrs. we thank you all.—Mr. and Mrs.
pastor. Roy 0. Manchester, 11 A. T. E. Irvan, John B. Karr, and then would apply to the Home mite W2aEJ_lis, 84 .years of age,
Ice Cream for dessert! It climaxes the dinner with
Credit insurance corporation, which were held Thursday afternoon
children, Mary K. and Jean.
M.• '
at
'just the right touch, and in a051ition it's a healthful
be set up with a capital of 2 :o'clock from tha
Murray circuit. L. Z. Hurley.
Murray melba
S200.1)00.000fo
havints
food. Only ,the finest pastettrized cream and theto
odist church with t
-pastor: Goshen. W. J. Caplinger.
Rev. 0. A.
Smith insured. The corporation Marrs in charge of the
It- A. M.: Lynn Grove, Dr. G. T
rvices.
choicest of fruits are used,in Goldbloom.
would
investigate
and
if it found Mrs. Ellis died Wedflesday
Hicks, II A. ht.; Martin's Chapel,
her
,Tohn
Smitha "good risk" would home in Nettleton, Ark. Pa
T. H. Stokes, 11 A. M.; New Hope,
,alree
There's a Dealer Near' You
to tand good for 20 per cent, bearers were: Dr. W. H. Graves,
J Hell Hoed, II A. M.;
Sulphur
la. $400, of -the- loan.
Nathan Parker, Carl Hendriks, J.
Springs, R. g Breach, 11 Pe-M.
Terms of the loans the, govern- H. Orr Rex Beach,
Edd Filbeck at Puryear, 11 A.
and Thomas_
ment would insure would be left to Hughes.
M.
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No man can tell what the future may bring -forth,-and omen
Tenth aod- Monroe
Paducah, Ky., opaeratitilies are often the beginning of .great oaterorisea.
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ICE CREAM

The Popittar Dessert!
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Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

• Q.., •

LET US OVERHAUL YOUR CAR
Your presenrcar will run like new if you let us
overhaul your motor. Experienced mechanics—
modern shop equipment.
Let US Care for YOUR Car

Beaman's Garage
PHONE 300
Southwest Corner of
Square
Murray, iCy.
•
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•
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A group of additional new models
for the 1934 Chevrolet line—four
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Isn't it worth a few
cents a day to keep it
fresh and wholesome?

,RY"

lune

Mrs. Ellis Burial
*rvices Thursday

15-16

If you are an average American family 25% of your total
budget goes for food. Of this, ten cents out of every dollar
is wasted. When you consider that an Electric Refrigerator
would prevent much of this costly,waste you can 'see that
it is an actual economy, not'in expense.
But this is only one way an Electric Refrigerator will
save you money. It will enable you to take advantage of
special food prices on bargain days.. .little savings here
and there which will add up to dollars and dollars every
month. It will enable you to save by serving countless inexpensive frozen desserts. Leftovers, now thrown away,
can be kept'andmade into appetizing dishes.
See the Electric Refrigerators on display at our store
or ANY DEALER'S.,

,ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATORS
Small Down
Payment
Easy Taints

fDALS"

quality and reliability.

IGHT at the peak of Chevrolet popularity—with notionaide demand sending production to new &I Urns
"highs"-4'hevrolet dealers are displaying an -addlislisi1
group of fear now models These ears are itientleat in
quality with all 1934 Chevrolets. And the prices have
been set at such incredibly low figures that you can now
buy a Chevrolet for $465! "A CIIEVROLET FOR $465!"
That's the world's lowest price for a six-cylinder car.
.And a figure that sounds even more impressive after you
rind out what illaisys: A great big, full-size. long-wheelbase car. A cushion-balanced SIX of surprising smoothness.'power, snap and dash. The most economical fall-sate
car that money can buy. And every closed model has a
body by Fisher. Nobody interested in motor cars can
afford to let another day slip by. without seeing this
"Chevrolet for $465.".
.

R
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Visit your nearest Chevrolet dealer

AND UP
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prior. of Standard
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Ste .00.
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FARMER7PURDOM MOTOR CO., Inc.
West Main Street

Telephone 97

430,
AL,• 411.

• 1•1•111•••

Goners/

•,.
.
• a .4.1I

Murray, Kentucky

••••
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CHEVROLET MOTOR COMPANY. DETROIT, MICH.

CHEVROLET

KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE LIGHT AND POWER CO.
Murray, Kentucky

full-size cars-100% Chevrolet in

.9.41.
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MURRAY LUMBER
COMPANY

Protect Your Car

Murray, Kentucky

from the

-•••••••••••...1,...tr
,

SUMMER SUN
GOODYEAR
ALL -WEATHER

Let us put your car in
shape for a hard summer
with a polishing and waxing job.

U you've escaped trouble so far on thin old
tires, thank your lucky stars—and have us
put on new Goodyears!—blowout protected
by patented Supertwist Cord in every ply.
Let us show you why the public buys MILLIONS more Goodyears than any other tire.
Try our reartire service!
•

43% More Non -Skid
Mileage...Flatter
Wider Thad ... More
Non -Skid Blocks...
Wider Riding Ribs . ..
More T
er Rubber

(average o 2 pOusuli
more per tit') at

NO EXTRA COST!
The Pubfic's
MST-Choice—for
19 Years
GOOD USED
CARS

$
4'40

$5.70

4.4041

4.40-21

GOODYEAR
SPEEDWAY

GOODYSAa
PATHFINDER
The ()sanity
Tire Wlibin
The Reach Of
AU

A Big Value
For
Little Money

and , MILES
IC AL
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7"G

patois 1.111.1*** I. clessie miasma
mimics and Os say

BEALE MOTOR COMPANY

,

REAL
;

SUNS mks us

•• we
'
re

Several new car owners, have had their
cars
waxed for the protection from the sun. It preserves that new lustre and finish and that "Newer"
look.

•

THE DROWN

A used car wilt perk urro
azI look much prouder
with the original finish
ht out with a thorough polishing and waxing. You would hardly

HOTEL

know the "old family car."

When theisilike7-when

the
-14M 'down-own',ingit
gf yar
:
friends in Louisville go to the Brown. Hence

VACUUM CLEANING of the upholstering with
the most up-to-date machinery and methods will
restore the interior beauty ... removing the accumulated dirt and dust of the winter months.
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Drive in Today and Let Us Show You
How Thorough Our
Service Is!
EVERY SERVICE AT ONE STOP...
Except Major Repairs

•
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Mart.
Beginning at the N. W. Corner City of Murray, Kentucky. Plat
phosphate
per acre, preceding the My farmer with his song.
there is bound to be a deflation of half as much as harvested feed
of the Boulevard, thence north to same recorded in clited *kik 55, is known as the Lynn Grove Mill. Master Carnnaissioiaer.X•
produced on the same kind of land, tobacco crop, ten tons of manure
parallel with Normal Ground or page 159 in the Calloway County
net profits. The market price of
of the two kinds of crow receive per acre, and 2 tons of ground It's hiri this game of gain and loss street to Pat C.
Irvan's N. W. cor- Clerk's office. Each of
d lots wieWeemitimalawellirany commodity is based not alone equiealent cultural practicee. It lime stone. He began grazing this If no one blames but cheers
ner thence east to J. T. Hughes N.
twenty-five 425) met be two
natienal entalttlens which Is lndeed Val:frying to obterve tge 1"'"At
And
says,
-On,
WEIL
we
'•-th -•-tiTst--‘
16"Sune
corner, thence south parallel hundred fifteen (215) Ft.
prevail. bat
linter-nitional 'as' large number of acres which have some small Calves; later putting. the
again,
with J. T. Hughes west line to
'
on after the gra'ss had got- We must have some bad years."
and when these conditions already been sown to Jap clover vows
Tract No. IX
Boulevard, thence
west
with
rlanew t
Marrif:.--Of.----hetefiliaT 5W1fld Lespederns in .the &unify _ter:
Ir'7f
CailOWSY
lovard
net profit, it behooves the pro:: These crops make most excellent above Pasture carried ten cows, And so too hawks may catch the
include all the LODI owned by County, Kentucky, to wit:
ducer of any commodity to pay Pasture as well as hay and will grazed only at night. throughout
chicks
Ninety-nine -(99)feet' off of. the
Pet C. Irvan, North of the Bouleespecial attention to the minor de- grow readily analand too acid to the season until frost, while the And sun
my garden burn,
vard and being-a -pert of the N.• W. North side of lots NO. as and 86
remainintrp
tails of efficiency or else face the pr.:Awe either sweet or red clover.
tiFee acres took care of If I should went
Quarter of Sec. 27, T. 2 R. 4 E ex- as designated in the plat of the
a surer job
inevitable result-another business The- most successful growers of the several head of work stock, hogs I wouldn't
know where to turn. cept- 'one lot deeded to Dewitt town of Murray and the plat of
project gone to the wall. These county inform me they follow the and calves.
-The Chatterbox Wilk:ns, one lot 'deeded to R. C. the town of Murray is here referare generalized facts, applicable practice of seeding _these legumes
In scene instances, Sudan grass
Ward, two lots deeded to R. D. red to as showing said description.
to any business enterprise.
in late February or during March can be advantageously used as a
Simpson
and two lots deeded to (R. D. Simpson place)
We wish to make this article of on a freeze and are thereby able to catch crop to provide additional
Tract No. X
Autrey Pischall as toted and platconstructive benefit to the dairy- get pasture the following summer. hay for, the coVrs. While it is beted by M. A. Thomas This deBeing at a rock in the
of
men of Calloway County and trust Some of these men haze expressed ter to sow this crop the latter part
scription still cohtains nine unsold Secs. 29. 51. and 32 in T. 1. R.
that the producers of milk, recog- the opinion that they still do not of May, yet it matures in about
lot.
6, E., thence north eight-two and
nize the importance of eternally consider it too late to sow the les- six weeks and can be sown with
Tract Ne. UI
"three-fourths (8234) degrees E
watching production costs 'In' their pedezes with good chance of suc- success much later if necessary.
Lying. and being in Calloway eighty (80) poles to hickory tree,
business at all times. Since the cess, especially if they are sown We are familiar with a crep of
Callaway Circuit Coast
County, Kentucky to wit:
thence North seventy (70) degrees_
cost of feed constitutes, by far, the alone on a well prepared seed bed. Sudan grass which was sown June M. S. Thomas. Executrix
of the
The- West half of lots No. 3, 4 West eighty and half (801
/
2) poles
largest single item of expense in
One very prominent dairyman 7 and cut July 17th. It was just Estate of M. A. Thomas,
7, 9, and 11, and also the west half
rock the intersection line,
operating, either a small two cow, of ,this county has used fqr perm- beginning to headout and an analyPlaintiff, of two alleys as is shown by deed thence souat severity (70) degrees
or a large thirty Cow &aryl-ire tirierit riae-iii-e:a-iiiikitfre composed sis 'Ahywutl
to contain 12 per 'L.111dgment.
reworded in deed book -19, page
thtrty 530) poles to ti Phi Oak,
cent of crude protein. When fed Beak et Murray, First Nation-al
4111.
thence south eighty-five and half
to the -cows, they wasted only Bank, Murray Building & Loan
' Also the west half of lots No. (85ti) degrees west flfty-two (52)
about 15 per cent of the hay. A Association, S. D. Thomas, J._ A.
4, 6. 8, 10, and 12 and all of lot No. poles to a -rock, thence'south seven
second plot of this- Sudan grass Dolan*), Herman Cathay, Will
1. as shown by plat recorded in (7) degrees east thirty-two (32)
was allowed,.to 111.1.4 head before Kirkland, M. S. Mamas. 4"ailedys
deed book 49. page 415.
poles to a rock, thence seuth
it was cut (Juts( 31). It contained Thomas hicElrath. FL M. Malrath.
The northeast and northwest cor- eighty-live (85) degrees west sixWhen ice protects your daily food, you're aura of
only. about 8 per Cent protein and r. L Barnett. V. H. Clark, and
ners of lot No. 1, being designated teen (16) poles to hickory, thence
the cows wasted 30 per cent. Still Fleetwood Crouch,
clean, wholesome freshness and safety! You know
by. iron stakes.
south six and a half (6½)degrees
a third plot was allowed to mature
your foods are kept at correct temperatures with
Defendants
These lots embraced in this de-, east fifty-eight and three-fourths
'until the seed were in the milk or
By virtue of a judgment and script:on are lots Jisold by J. H. (3814) poles to a post Oak .thence
proper moisture content.. You know that thing;
soft dough stage. Thai rutting order of sale of le__,Galloway Cir- Cathy,
41. A. Thomas,. J. A. Du-. north eighty-five (85) degrees, E.
taste better! These are the adVitntages of ice—
yielded a crop of hay containing cult Court, rendered at the April Laney toid•V.
sixty-eight 468).- poles irra 'stake in
H. Claris- tointly.
and
in addition, you never experience mechanical
on)
,5„ 6 per cent protein and the term thereof, UDC in the above
section line, thencw_oorth six And
Tract _NW --1117
troubles Use Prellity cif!Mr"
cows wasted-SO-per rent'when fed. cause for the purpose. of payment
Lying anci being
-bitalloway a half '(84) degrees. West fiftyTherefore, it is evidently desirable of debt and interest and costs County.
eight and three-tourths.
Kentucky to wit:
With ice, you always have plenty of cracked ice.
..458%) poles
to cut Sudan grass wtien"it is very herein expended
.
% shall premedNo. 16, containing- two and to a settion corner, the beginning.
No waitint for cubes to freeze and no limitation on
immature in ,order to get a higher to offer for sale at the court house eighty-five hundreths
containing
amounts.
We announce to our many friends the taking
pereeRtage of protein as well as door in Murray, Kentucky, to the lot No. 17 containing(2.85) acre& more or lesseight-one (81) acres
one and.
except twenty (20)
less -waste in feeding.
over of this line. We have a wide range of models
highest bidder at public auction, eighty-three hundreths acres and acres sold off of the N.
BUY AN ICE CURER FROM US AND HAVE
W. corner
and prices. We invite you to see them.:
The wise dairyman, seeking to on Monday, the 25th day of June; lot No. 32 containing' three and of the N. W. Qr, of section 32,
PLENTY OF ICE CUBES AT ALL TIMES
T.
lower his costs of production 1934. at 1 o'clock or thereabout eighty-eight `hundrettis acres all in 1 R. L leaving in tract about sixty(same
being
should
county
by
court
all
day),
means
the
one
W.
L.
plan
Whitnell
(61)
to
acres.
addition to the
proAlso forty-one 141)
We have always handled high grade merchanvide each cow in his herd with at upon a credit of six months, the city of' Murray, Ky. Plat to same acres off of the N. W. Corner
of the
dise that will give our friends the best of 'services
least two tons of good legume hay. following described property, being recorded in deed book 47. page 370 N. W.- Qr. .a
29, T. I. R.
at reasonable prices. In taking over the FrigidThis -may-be alfalfa, cloVer, Les- and lying in Calloway_ County, in the Calloway County Clerk's 6, K
aire line, we feel that we 'are being consistent in
pedeza, cow peas, or soy 'bean*, as Kentucky, towit:
office. Title to lot 18 and 17 and
This is a tract of land deeded by
our policy.
all of these hays possess .,sigh
Tract No. I
part allot No. 32_ was obtaioed_by R. H. Hood to M. A. Thomas-deed
A
Part of the
feeding merit. Hays of this class
-South East Qr., deed from M. C. stiles August t to same maybe seen in deed book
not .only Average about ten per Section 27, T. 2, A. 4, E. and being 1891, deed recorded in deed book 55, page 394 in the office
of the
cenL more total digestible nutrients the west half of a ten (t0) acre 9, page 416 in the Calloway Coun- Clerk of the Calloway
County
than grass hays, but''alsocontain tract deeded to J. M. Neal by ty -Clerk's office.
Court. •
about til4419-..-24-1,1414C11 crude pro- Thomas P. Cook._ Same deeded to
These lots or plats of hind are
Tract No, XI
tein, an important difference. Cow party of the first part by Graham. embraced in a deed from W. L.
nco r
ICE
Lying and being in. Calloway
peas and soy beans can still be Holland less, the lot No. 1.1. and 'Whitnell to M. A. Thomas, and a
porated)
County Kentucky to wit:
drilled even as late as July 1 12, sold to R. A. Starks off of lot or a plat of this land has been
A site half (1/2) interest in and
however, it will be better to get North end of said land seventy (70) sold to W. G. McBride.
M. L. WHITNELL, Manager
to the following described propfeet front each, the 'deed to party
them
earlier if possible.
Tract No. V
"erty. Beginping at the,S. W, cor-.
qf
the_
first
part is 'recorded in
LAirgi_ and being in caliowa
H the dairyman will provide
adequate summer pasture, he will deed book 27, page 45, June 9th., County. Kentucky to wit:
1910
t e
id is d
find.t
l.4,j_b1ock.lsL3, in_the
as 3 pounds of corn and cob meal described as follows, town: Begin- McElrith Height addition to the
for each 5 pounds of milk above ning at S. W. corner of said (ten) town of Murray, said lot being
20 pounds per day will be suf- acres at a stake in the middle of -seventy-five -(75) Teet Wide east
ficient_ Under winter feeding con- the Murray and Boydsvilie road 'and west and two hundred (200)
ditions with nlenty_iaL.IUgh__qual- and being the S. E. Corner of ,D. Ft. north and south, and _plat to
ity legume hay he may feed 3 W. Dielis lot. th-ince north' paiar: same recorded in- deeir.beolell,
__pounds of corn and cob, meal for lel with the T. J. Moss west line page 462.
each 5 pounds of milk above 15 six hundred ninety (690) Ft, to a
Tract No. VU
Lying and being in Calloway
pounds a day. INote:-For Hols- stake to R A. -Stark's lot, thence
east
two
hundred sixty-five 1265) County. Kentucky;.W
teins and other dairy cattle, besides Jersey and Guernseys, feed Ft to a stake, thence south paralgrain in exactly the sarne man- lel• with the T. J. Moss line six
ner, except to begin at 25 Pounds hundred ninety (690) Ft. to cenfer Lady Says CARMA
of milk in summer and 20 pounds of said road, thence with center
in winter.) it also might prove of said road two hundred sixtyCardui helped an Oklahoma lady,
advisable for winter feeding to add five .(265) Ft, to the beginning
some cottonseed meal or other corner including ten (10) lots, No. as -duelled below, wad many
others have been benefited in a
high protein concentrate to the ra- 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. and 10 and similar way.... "I had a hurting
tion, this 'being especially true in known as the Graham Holland In my side every few weeks."
the case of higher producing sows.
Mrs. Bill Stewart. of Dewar, Okla.
ra food space, alone, is a big enough feature to
lisa
-DR. W. C. OAKLEY
"I had heard of Cardul and started
One. often hears this statement
'make you enthusiastic about the Super Series Frigidaire
taking IL It stopped my hurting
made, "There is no money in milkChiropractor
and built Up my strength. I took
'341 But think of the other conveniences! Automatic ice
cows with dairy products at Moe at Home, 609 West MALI 11 bottles and I
sure felt better."
their present price." We are just
tray release. - . automatic defrosting . . the new FrigidTry Cardul for pains cramps newstima•
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays
newt due to a run-down oondltIon.
=
b
as
anxious
as
anyone
to
see
Servashelf
. The Sliding Utility Basket; Lifetime
aire
dairy
In Afternoon
sands of women Pwn.# Cardtd
products continue to go uti•.
thee. It It doss mot WWI{ YOU, OEM
ffid
Porcelain inside arid out; interior lighting; extra[COM for
tn.
I
p.
to
6
in.
p.
sul••Phislagmh
we believe that-they--will. We are
beezinSe 'we
have some cows of our owii, back
Come in and see how easy we've made it for you to
ISN'T IT NIGH AND
Ourt J•t•fs. ROCK WOOL
in Itissopii. Yet, just a few days
COOL UP HEAR
140141X INCULAT,1014
QVin a Super Series Frigidaire '34.
.•
ago we Visited a prominent dairyYOU'D
THINK
HAS CLII.TAINLY MADE
man of this locality who has made
IT WAS SO HOT
4WONDERFUL.
money_ _tinuously for the peat
OUTDOOR-IV
five. years:: He showed me,- from
his flitiffldual cow records.' Where
he had cleared, above feed costs
Old Postoffice Location
Murray, Ky.
$709.88 from 17 good cows. during
a period of time extending from
,September 1, 1932,.
to September 1,
1933. He produced milk at a feed
cost of only 38 cents per lOG
„Rounds. His product was 301d at
the regular plant price for milk
prevailing at that time. This price
was about 30 per cent lower than
S
at the present time.
- Jia..2socamoma

1011:

'Rat
".‘
•is nothilig but
fight between hen
rman of the Highway
and the Gevernor of
>guises and his crowd
wrecking the Minimsie GOVerlber (Mid the
I beat WI Putting
vLzig
Ponlsaa Sio4
ration. gOlireyer„ it
ei can depend on me
the fullest extent the
of Calloway couhty,
'aylon Rayburn.
.of Calloway County.

lor

Murray Milk
Messages

ASNLIIIILD ARE
INDU40 NRA. CODS.
ns,_of the Hickma
ig 'CiaLurin
'Off theek ran the kilewuig:
e at Stillwater. Minn,,
Iowa publishers. have
following supplemenns for the newspaper
itch we hope General'
hurry up and approve,
an millions to country
For telling the public
is a successful citizen
ody knows he is as
verinent mule-$2.70.
to a deceased citizen
Is mourned by the
unity, when we know
only be missed by the
-41033- ItstferrtniLle
tins scandal =ogee
estimable.lady tabs=
in town would rather
coming -$8.10.
icriticAl old reprobate
See we know that ball
o hbx1-$5.00. Referteased merchants as •
citizens,' when they
ised in their life to
rade to town-$11.00."

ta-

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

16.-a

is a Good Investment in Health

A Truck Load of

rigidaires

Head the Classifieds

t • • •'
IIILILIN/A11.14C CANT
I. TNIY SIG rienseso
fLOOQ[NAME L
A LOT OP AIDUct.
IF LIVING
01tY
4 TO
44,NOW

Place Your Order With Us for a
COOLERATOR
They, have beauty and economy,

_Section

MURRAY CONSUMERS COAL
AND
COMPANY

•; FLOOR
L WEAR WILL
.L.v
;
sT1114.•
FLOOAL
g msoa
rstasut

•

NO

ta r

LUMBER

PANY

"YES SIR! THAT'S ONE
OF THE REASONS WHY..

Kentucky

Eased Pain In Side

-

dapkEY4"

is a

PREVENTS

writes

In The

New Ford V-8

woven

Nova

JOHNSON-FAIN MUSIC Co.

'Mt

There are no experiments in a Ford V-8. But
•
is 30 years of experience. No trivial, temporary gadgets
are blown up big to make sales. No fancy coined names.
Just solid, tested, substantial value.

clukxqiit,/

That is why we we say you buy Proved Performance
when_you buy a Ford V-8. You know exactly what.it will
do on the road and how it will stand up under long hard
service.

2etiqiiiillit DIFFERENT
WILLIAM LEM

Yes, there will always be some
dairymen who will continue to
make some money through the lean
years, as well as more money
through the fat years. However;
one usually finds them to be men
who know that in order, to be successful in their basineallati they must
keep well bred, high producing
i_CLISIVS.__ and -must fied--these good
I cows a liberal ration- of preferably
home -grown feeds, at all times.
Ed Prewitts Manager Products
Supply Department. Murray
Milk Products Company.

HOTEL -

fried

f
"
t

One of the Ontot needs cf ave0 to
Ilerschis iso staf el the William Len
Hotel...Entirely different nits
tress.its warm honitality.Its eater
dcsretevreyoo'•

V

250 ROOMS WITH BATH

(p.

Circulatiret ice enter and fan
en every room

s2•trpc,

'Zsys
‘

OTHER
SOUTHWEST MOTE:.
MAJESTIC

Not Sprtnas Notiortal Pork
NOTE.L MARION
NOTIEL L• FAYETTL
BEAUTIFUL COFFEE SHOP
SARAll 100-

From solid lime.
stone, Johns-Manville actually blows

oh but is pure rock—clean,fireproof, permanent, vermin-proof,
odorless. When laid between the
beams in your attic floor or ceiling, it forms a heat-proof barrier
more than 3 inches thick!
Results are astounding. Hot
bornes become delightfully cool,
and you can depend on savings of
from 20 to 35% on
yritir winter fuel bills.
No need to swelter
ever again! Let us
tell you how little it
make
your home livable
every day in the year.

tually made of toe=
the *detail! Some
material

Aresident

CALLOWAY COUNTY LBR. CO.
MURRAY, KY:

•
-—

- -a—

•
.

•

ee.-eheeteneole--sIe-t...e.c..eaaarawea-a....a

eale

.•

r•

•I

The Ford car reflects the.fundamental policy and
purpose of the Ford business—to provide transportation
of the most deperulAble quality at the lowest possible
cost.

BEALE
PhonCt70`'

Incorporated
THIRD and WALNUT

;Iowa.

_

The reliability and dependability of its V-8 engine,
clutch, transmission, torque-tube drive, rear axle, frame,
spring suspension and every other vital part have been
proved by millions of miles of use by hundreds of thousands of owners. Actual service ou the road has also
proved that in cost-per-mile and maintenance—it - ia the
most`economical Ford ever built.

will easr-ra--

,41i,A07 MANNING

MEMPHIS
•••
'

Wool blown from rock makes
homes 6 to 12 degrees cooler
on hottest summer days1--^
you are lucky and have all
Icovered allic floor or ceiling.
you can make your home comfortable even on the hottest days
—thanks to J-M Home Insulatkop.

a light, fluffy sub+
stance that looks like

Littl• Sash.•rk anao

cilewest hotelin.

New discovery
amazes owners of hot homes!

omit ca
-- —Murray, K

.• ,

4.•
1404- 1..4
4. •
•

•
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the Iron Bride
SWWiala
noon "Per 'Barrel? was Vie 'beet
CAMP
'
diver.

Stella Gossip

MURRAY

CHATTPRS

seater
song.,
Nature has a method of keep,
ins us moving along the pathway
of life always, elf that each commay have
its
ing generation
chance, but I believe if I could
have tottered anywhere along- the
road-I would bawl trudged a little
more slowly the Old beaten path
to Concord during my high school
days so as to prolong the too fleeting joy of those days,
Many changes have taken place
in the lives of those ,whO, once
met in that little village at the old
singings
and prayer
meetings.
Some have quit the walks of man.

Monday morning at 24 before 6
By Win. H. Meetia. Jr.
A. m. a big rain of LOW hour and
70 _minutes. which was a blessing
Last week they all said ''ciry year
The Camp Murray
were
again" I said. -you will .wish for again victorious
last Saturday
the rains to quill!" -Fm always afternoon
at Cadiz where they met
for the 'second Urn* the team of
Last fourth Monday at Murray Camp Trigg. The cubs. -whe have
I ,saw the sheriff sell thousands of not been defeated during the curacres of land for taxes, "bid in- by rent season, defeated the Cadiz
county and state: a woman preach team by a score of 23 to 7.
in 'the court yard. she said. "0!
Religious services Sunday mornfathers and mothers I warn you to ing were conducted by Mr. Perry
teach your children that there is Cotham of the Church of Christ
a - hell fot the wicked": I sawthlhe
re,
W. Itr
professional beggar on the street: town conducting a revival meeting,
1, hope that in that promise of a
I talked with John Smith who has to.,_CpLtiim ,had a .ve.cr
It i 'meant that
bdflfiiiölte tdba'c than any one iastic audience and his talk Wes
Thompliale-neetsched a
-raniMilihite-Avie shall ecattinue- the
man in Calloway county :IC Robert- especially
appropriate.
Singing friendships and the pleasures
wonderfully good aention at Coldwhich
son and "Rafe' Jones carried their was conducted by Enrollee Ledwater Sunday ifitat.
so many only begin. - •
-pipes in their mouths all day. not ford Carter, a member of the Glee
Mr. and - Mrs. Lftnts Spire/mg.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Jones. of ,a bit if flre in pipe, but alas they Club.
of Model. Mr. and Mrs. Guy LovKansas City. visited in the home of didn't know it Ignorance is bliss!
Members of, the Camp were insr.--of
Detroit. and Mr. and Mrs.
Jóbflhil Jfl&dwife Friday.
Well, the big mebtinro will "set entertained last Friday evening Otis Lovins and Rainey from Kevil
Albert was jailer in Calloway
by
a
program
of
speaking
and almost constituted a family
in" next menth. then they
will
4
recounty years ago.
all shout themselves hoarse and music by prominent local people. union at the home of' Mr.
Ind
GO IO T.TniOrl Grove Sunday at next Christmas -week get drunk Judge Jesse D. Hamrick. a lecMrST Ed Lovins Saturday night
200 p. in and sing from the new and-dance like a little gourd simlin. turer of extensive training and exlie works may opase and
song books.
perience spoke on "Finding Our stra
'Skip to my Lciti, my darlin'."
rry picking Iasi- only a
'Herbert Brinn. famous song
—"Eagle" Place in Life." Jildge Hamrick short time, but a job retebirts on
leader and cotton producer. of
appealed to the enrollees to make the farm
always (the the salary
Dell. Arkansas. was at Penny and
Of 6.800 pounds of lespedeza use of their talents and exercise is like that of the school teacher
Murray on business and seeing old sown in Harlan
county, three= the courage'. of their convictions. —uncertain).
friends last week.
.
..program was oeened by vocal
fourths was sown on worn-out pas- The
Odia McClure's family is followThirty men and boys were swim- tures, and the remainder for hay vrlections by Mrs., Garnet -Jonas. ing the now popular
fad of having
a
16cal
"artifical
lake"
below production.
ming in the
musician. . Mrs. Jones._
ex- - Most"everybodyviailt heacompanied by Mrs. Roy Farmer. eled when
that disease goes out of
To say that we were especially style.
delighted to have these people
Say, you folks who say that you
with us and that we appreciate look
for the "Chatterbox's- letter!
HOW DO YOU SPELL "RE F R ICE R019e?
the interest shown in our camp I look for
letters Joe. from my part
expresses the sentiments of the of the workt— but
I Seldom find
'entire organization.
them. It's better to give than receive 'Us said. Somebody else send
in a few items while you wad for
Across the River
the rain.—"The Chatterbox".

Mrs. Salli' • Brady (Alderdiee,),
age 57. died Thursday of tebsi,alosis at the home of her son. Errett
Brady. hear Stella. She was a
good. Christian woman
Funeral
services were conducted at Lebanen Church of Christ. near Sedalia
by Elder J. B Hardeman. She
leaves to mourn. her death, a
daughter, Mrs Mildred Martin. of
Mayfield: three sons. Errett Brady.
Stela. Raymond. of Mayfield. and
Sem Beady, of Union City, Tenn.
'Lynn Lawson's three acres of
-stgastibescias—aznotintad--to._
411 crates:, car
load; graded

•-

rubs

elln04.
likrictium., _Wsammie
.11144•11errinimear

'THAT SPELLS
E-C-014-0-M-Y
TOO!

'

THE 1%0LIAT0R

NOR-GI
RILEY RADIO CO.
East Side Square

Scott-LassitelfrHardware Co.

Next to

DOWN PAYMENT AS LOW AS 10 PER

CENT

-

It seems that tinkle Sam is going
to have quite a bit of.pooperation
in his crop reduction plan. This
drouth is about to get serious over
here.
..... ......
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Spiceland
have a. neW arrival in their home
—little Peggy June. Their children are easily called: Jacky, Bobby and Peggy.
.
Lloyd Spiteland is at home for
-a two weeks vacation or until
classes re-convene at Murray College. He lost_ a fine mare Friday.
The Key quartet tincluding Mr
Dennis McDaniel 'sang at Poplar
-Spring Sunday. We are sorry that
the fearr'of measles deprived so
many of the privilege pf hearing
the good singing. '
Raymond Kirks left- Wednesday
for Texas,Mot-Jsam. been trideas'red by the Heinz company from
Huntsville_ta Dallas.
We 'have more passing since the
highway mime but vre aim have
more dust.
I 'didn't attend that big singing
at Concord a few Sundays ago
but I could visualize the crowd
that would be there and I wonI dered how, many of the old _choir
of our' yesterdays would still be

After the fine rain. 'crops are
looking good. Mrs. Shelton. of Paducah, spent
a few days the guest of her daughter. Mrs. George Coles.
Our cream supper at this -place
was a success with everything
going off nicely- and quiet to be
such a large crowd present.
Miss Mary Elaine Brandon spent
a few days in Hazel last week the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. ...Citho Winchester.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim: Adams and
family spent Sunday near Centerville on a pihnic.
•
Mrs. Henry Wilson, of near South
Pleasant_ Grove. .spetit
as guest of her brother, Joe Brandon and family
Misses Ruth Steely and Ila Nell
Brandon, of near Hazel. sprat SAM
urday night and Sunday with Mary.
Elaine Brandon.
Estelle Hayes attended the uni4n
League picnic at Pine Bluff Friday.
Mr. Douglas. of Lynn Grove,
t a few, days In the home of
Mrs. Jim Black and Mr. and Mrs.

NEW GULF PROVES POWER IN
TESTS AGAINST:32 GAsqujqp,

`MefirSiins.
r •-•
Our Sunday school. officers end
teachers that were elected tor the
ensuing year last Sunday were:
superintendent, Hallet Stewart,
re-elected; chorister. Amos Well:
treasurer, Edgar Wells, re-elected;
teachers. Bible class, George Coles,
re-elected; Young People. Irene
Clark, Card Class, Mrs. Edgar
Wells.
We invite you to come and be
with us, Singing each Sunday
after Sunday school. We are preparing for the singing eahvention
this fall.
Mr. and Mnit Lee Gingles and
Mrs. Jim -Black spent Sunday in

Tgrala sialeint.,. the Ledger &
Timm afftee Therstfer afternoonhopingsto see the pew go to press,
but alas as usual was' too late.
Paper was out and gone. t Wasn't
even recognised)
(Editor's Note: Tilcia„pfease pardon oversight We are always
glad to have our "helpers" visit
us. We go to press before noon
now due to change in train schedule. Pay us another visit)
Guess this will land in the waste
basket —"Tilde".

Black's sister. Mrs. Ida Martin
'

The following resolutions, in
UShete -te- Totritnie-Itirkiand;
were adapted by the Paducah Teacher's Association.

S. Pleasant

Grove

Mrs Aisle Cooper and daughter.
_Miss Mildred. visited their husband
and lather at the Mason Memorial
Hospital a few days Jag week
whom they report as Imprinting
nicely- frorn,an operation.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis' Johnson, of
Martin's Chapel, Miss Gels Furches, Lynn Grove, Mr. and Mrs
Noah Paschall, of Hazel,. attended
church services here last Sunday.
At the close of Sunday school
last Sunday. the audience had the
pleasure of hearing from a la_y
man. Mr. Leslie R. Putnam, of
Murray College. The pastor. W.
A. Baker, gave a reading of the
1st Psalm preceding ,the service.
Mr. Putnam especially stressed- the'
guidance of'the Holys.Spirit in the
Ilves of people' and spoke of the
indifference of some parents in
not seeing that their children were
properly chaperoned. Bro. Baker
announced that next Sunday afternoon, at the close of Children's
Day services, at Mason's Chapel,
that Judge E P. Phillips would deliver a layman's address at that.
place.
01
. ilken's_ Day service at
PleTsant Greve- will be held on
third Sunday instead of second
Sunday evening as previously intended. The service will begin at
8:3A ,
s.
Mr.' and Mrs. Torn Erwin and
son, James Warren, Mr. and Mrs.
Ellis Paschall were week end visitors with their brother and uncle,
Rev. Riley Gunter and family of
Paducah.

Hazel Route 3
Well, it it muddy; We had an
over-grinv
. .n. rain Simday---ntght- and'
it is still raining today.
Mr. bnd Mrs. Hassell Hutson and
family, of Buchanan. Tenn., spent
Saturday night and - Sunday - with
Int litters mother. Mrs. Julia
Clark, and family.
'Mrs. Annie Wilson and son and
grandson. Otis and Albertis. Mr.
and Mrs. Brent Wilson and small
son. Albert, and Sound*, Wilson
have returned from Florida to
spend the summer.
Jake- Peery attended- theing at Benton May 27.
Gardens are looking fine in this
pert of the country. Most everyone is getting potatoes, peas, beans,
and" aebbage.
Gardens in and
around Little Cypress are • late,
due to the'dry weather. They have
had no rain since April. Here's
hoping they got a "goodly portion- ofsSunday night's rain .

Resolution

For bilious attacks due to coned'pali7m., thousands of men and women take Thedford's Black-Draught
because it Is purely vegetable aid
brines prompt, refreshing relief.
. "I have used Black,Draught," writes
Mr. T. L. Austin, of MeAdenville.
N. C. "There is a package of it on
my mantel now. I take it for billatisnestcI did not take It, the

&SERIES of power rests-otrfornous hills
Els.'in New Estgland,in the Middle Atlantic
Meessrannsa-shafisoushibetenessiebiaa.e.---

ir

tannest and headache would put me out
of bunsmaa. It 0 the Quickest medicalae
to relive me that I know"

All leading brands of gasoline are not
able!Their power varies widely. And of
33 gasolines, the newts
- Wpm shows w
fornsty greater poiTivAit utat
pushed a car and heavy load farther up

Thestone

—firtsUii—Ve en on the winning cars in the
grueling Indianapolis 500-Mile Race
FOR 15 CONSEcUT1VE YEARS

Thedford. BLACK-DRAUGHT
Vegetable Laxative
SW Iva swear
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Race. "
•
Ude Means ilkneastlitraerstion
—for seven consecutive rears hare been

Note how the rubber
In a Firestone Tire
clings to the high stretch
Corn-Dipped cords.This
greater adhesion and
stresigth 4* made
possible by the Firestone
patented process of
Gum -Dipping.

Nate haw the rubber
In an wafts'y sire Pulls
away freer the cords
that have not been
soaked and insulated
attb-vabber.Ildrvantits
friction and heat within
the cords, resulting In
reparation.

Come In and Make This Test For Yours&-'
.41 Listen to the Voice of Firestone Miyk
Monday Night over. NBC,—WERFNetsecarig

on
the seimushis ears in the &wing Pikes Peak
climb risen,. slip meant death.
This Means Non-Skid Safety and Treatise
—for three ennsecutite ',cars have boom on
Ilse 131 buses of the IT oxhiUgton (D.
C)
rr
'Ramsay- eat'!Metric Coin panr
11,357.810 bus miles without one ntIlwase't
iter
histatnossoesosn
ire froultaiw
e.
ity and Economy
--were on the Neiman hiotort' Ford V

o•

Truck alias made a wesr-eonst4o-coost record
of 67 hours, 45 sitosiatik SP mamas artuni
running time.

AIR BALLOON FOR 1934

deflection and blowout protection.
Gel 1935 low-swung style by equipping your car todaj with
these new tires and wheels in colors to match your car.

FREE TRIAL ON Y9UR CAR
See these new Firestone High Speed Tires made at the Firestone Factory
and Exhibition Building at "A Century of Progress," Chicago

Super
East Main Street

Ky.

ii

wierfornig-BIGVWS-atganillirmatiriedlomotionlissirerbywignen-A

-__ •,,i_sg --.

t

SUNSET MT., ASHVILLE, N. C. A
borrowed Plymouth tows 4900 lb.. of
tobacco up hill to test the power of 8
leading gssolines. -
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193.4 embodies all the
Speed Tire'. The lower
air pressure provide* maximum traction and railing
comfort.
Gum-Dipping safety-locks the cords, providing 30 to 40% greater

c

A

Other Sa••• roport.wo

The new Firestone Air Balloon for
Improvements in the new Firestone High

I4

1, 7

6.50.1711,0.

PERFORMANCE RECORDS

'firestone
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6.00-1711.0.
6.00-2011.0.

$7•SS
8.65
11.30
15.10
16.40
17.50

This Means Endurance
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4.50-20...
4.75-19...

THE NEW
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PRICE.

FIRESTONE HIGH SPEED TIRES
—Jo,ft/teen CORSPICLI fief. years hare been on
the whet** ears in the 500ms4le Indianapolis

HOW 33 GASOLINES RANKED
Wiffillic A
R
1I2 2 EWER
OKI
r
57

HIGH SPUD TIRE FOR 1914

Remember, in Firestone High Speed
Tires there is Greater Strength—Greater
Safety—and Greater Blowout Protection
than in any tire made.

C Isms. mit.. nertel.e CO.,PITTS1110.4•04, Va.

if 1

THE NEW

"firestone

Firestone chemists and engineers kept
pace with new car developments by building
stronger, safer tires to meet the exacting
demands. Drive in today and equip your
car with new Firestone High Speed Tires
for 1934, with deeper, thicker, Batter, end
Wider ria:skid tread, more and tougher
rubber, more traction, giving you more
than 50% longer non-skid mileage.

Prove Gulf's greater power! Drive inGulf station. Fill up with That Good

WnIKEI 1'MM w* ma 4.11JII P.PM 41/fUel 244NAMI

se

EVERY winner in the 500-Mile
Indianapolis Race--the most gruelling tire
test in the world — drove to victory on
Firestone High Speed Tires.
Race drivers know that heat generated
by friction inside the cotton cords is the
greatest enemy of tire life. These men will
not risk their lives on any but Firestone
Tires, because they know the high stretch
cords in every Firestone The are protected
by the Firestone patented process of
Gum-Dipping.
Gum-Dipping soaks the high streteli
cords in liquid rubber and saturates and
coats the millions of fibers inside the cords,
counteracting destructive friction and heat.
It provides greater adhesion between
the plies of the tire, and between the
Gum-Dipped cord body and the tread.'

Gull Then "step on it"—and get a thrill.

AA

Outland Sets Dates
for Teacher -Exams

CHOOSE THE TIRE
CHAMPIONS BUY

mountain grades than any other gasoline

Tes
'

. s
U.K.Exererse

Whereas. God in His Infinite wisdom has seen fit to remove from
this earthly home one of our faithful and esteemed friends 'and coworkers, Miss Tommie Kirkland
and
Whereas, it is our desire to testify our appreciation of her beautiful life among us, arid exprest our
sincere and affectionate sympathy
to all whom she was near and
dear: therefore be it
Resolved, by the members of the
There is more aristocracy In the
Regret for the mistakes of yesPaducah Teacher's Association, that United States than in Europe, but terdiry must not blind us to tile
it is but a just tribute to the de- here it "ain't" legal.
tasks of today.

tested!

to

parttid Au say rift 1-4,1311,111.-111tibteriaveSpeditor • 'on.-the kiss of p faithful, consecrated teacher whose utmost 'in-.
• at
deavors were ezarted for the Paducah Public' scWools: and in parApproximately 320 students-Viere
ticular for the students and patrons candidates- for degrees-, at the
of Henry Clay school, To them she Sixty-Seventh annual commencewas a friend and companion as ment 'exercises held Friday. Mite
Wel as teacher. She showed the I. at the University of Kentucky,
spirit of the true teacher in giving Lexington. Dr. Arthur E. Morgan,
to the coMmunity in which she president Of Antioch College, Yellabored, untiring effort for the ad- low Springs, Ohio and chairman
vancement of the causes which of the Tennessee Valley Authority
enoble life and make others bet- was the commencement speaker.
ter and happier. Many are the
Among those students who were
young lives that have gained from graduated from the University of
"Miss Tommie" lessons in courage, Kentucky was James Clarence
strength and devotion to duty, In- Dish()
Bachelor of Science in
r. n per- Mechanical Engineering, Murray.
rm•--v7fiti
sonal ,centact
was. rgireiiied
and
strengthened. Her
place cannot be filled. It was heft.
But it is ours to emulate her virtues.
_
Resolved, that a copy of these
Dr. J. A. Outland has made' arresolutions be entered upon tjae
minutes .:;ff the Association, and rangements to ,ba in his pffice in
that a copy be sent to Miss Kirk- the rnerningiveik-Sattesda64-Monday.
and Wednesday for 'the inspection
land's mother.
Paducah Teacher's Association. of the health of county teachers.
By recent ruling of the county
Adati L. Brazelton.
board, all teachers must secure a
Mabel C. Mitchell.
satisfactory--health- certificate -beMrs. Hal Thomas.
fore being allowed ..to. sign conCommittee.
tracts.

Bilious Attacks

Will you get better performance if you switch to the new
Gulf gas? Read this,
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Whiteway Station
South Eon-Corner College Campus
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There's more power in THAT GOOD GULF GASOLINE
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